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NEWS
ON THE
EDGE
News

Assistant track coach killed in accident
Rachel Izzo

Grand Valley Lanthorn

On Friday, Nov. 9
President Mark A.
Murray will be
Inaugurated as the
third Grand Valley
State University.
There will be a
weekend of campus
events to celebrate
this occasion, and
performances and
exhibition showings
from student and
faculty.
See the Lanthorn’s
special section.

Laker Life

Christy Tedrow has been on
the
Grand
Valley
State
University track and field team
for four years, and in those years
she has had a chance to work
with GVSU’s assistant track
coach Mike Lints. To Tedrow, he
was a coach, a friend, a brother
and “old man Lints.”
“He was everything,” she
said as she watched her team
mates practice hurdle drills. “He
was who we worked with every
single day. He is so woven into
our lives. Our power drills, our
sprinting-he’d be there timing,
and with our relay team he’d be
there doing hand offs.
“He was the constant person
in this whole program ever since

Mark McGarry

and
women's Laker swim
team set four new
event records last
Saturday.
The team hosted
Albion, Calvin and
Wayne State at the 14
annual Grand Valley
State University
Relays.
See page 6.

Grand Valley Lanthorn / AJ Smuder

Assistant coach Mike Lints
died Tuesday night while
moving furniture.

field team.
On the night of Oct. 23, Lints
was killed on 1-96 while trying
to retrieve a chair that had fallen
off his truck. He had just bought
a house in Coopersville and was
moving furniture from his apart
ment in Lapeer, Mich, to his new
home.
Police said a sports utility
vehicle traveling west hit Lints
as he was trying to move the
easy chair out of the road.
Lints was 25-years old, a
teacher at Kenowa Hills Middle
School and a football coach. He
was also a graduate of Grand
Valley.
“He was so young,” Tedrow
said. “He is pretty much our age,
maybe just a couple years older.
You don’t expect it. People don’t
understand why something like

that has to happen.”
Tim Selgo, director of athlet
ics at Grand Valley said that
Lints loved being around his stu
dents.
“The best way to describe
Mike is that he was bom to teach
and be a coach,” he said. “ He
was always upbeat, positive and
energetic.”
The head coach for track and
field, Jerry Baltes, said that Lints
spent much of his time teaching
students not only about track and
field, but also about life in gen
eral.
“He was just proud to be a
Laker,” Baltes said. “He never
left anyone behind.”
Jordan Lake, a senior on the
track team, said Lints was a
great motivator and personal
friend.

“At first I was in shock,” he
said. “I just pictured all these
memories with Mike. He seemed
so...like he was invincible.”
Lints provided a turning
point in Lake’s track career as a
freshman.
“I remember racing against
him my first year, and it was his
first year as a coach,” Lake said.
“I beat him pretty bad and he just
said ‘Your going to have a great
future here. A great future with
Grand Valley track.’ That was a
turning point in my track career.
He was really motivational.”
In honor of Lints, Baltes said
the track team will be naming an
alumni award after him and the
“Blood, Sweat and Tears”
award.
PLEASE SEE COACH, 12

Grants for GVSU students
increase from 56 to 885
Grand Valley Lanthorn

The International
club is hosting an
ethnic festival and
an essay contest.
Its purpose is to
promote cultural
differences.
See page 3 for full
story.

I’ve been here,”she said. “He
was the only thing that hadn’t
fluctuated or changed."
Now things have changed for
Tedrow the GVSU track and

Students at Grand Valley
will be receiving more money
from financial aid this year.
Based on the recent report given
to the Board of Trustees, the
total amount of money available
to the student body rose 9.6 per
cent to a grand total of over
$82,000,000.
“We’re concerned with
helping needy students,” Ken
Fridsma, director of financial
aid.
At the beginning of the
school year, the Grand Valley
Board of Trustees approved an
8.9 percent increase in tuition.

This increase in tuition occurred
to help pay for the operating
cost of the school.
Though the State helps with
cost, their 1.7 percent increase
was insufficient for the operat
ing costs of Grand Valley.
Therefore, the University
had to raise its tuition to operate
at full efficiency. GVSU in turn
increased the financial aid
budget from the institutional
funds
by
12
percent.
Institutional funds are moneys
that come from the state and
tuition.
“Whenever tuition raises we
try to proportionally raise finan
cial aid,” Fridsma said.
On average 12,500 student,

receive some type of finical aid
though scholarships, grants,
loans or student employment.
As reported to the Board of
Trustees on Sept. 20, 2001, a
larger percent of money is being
spent on grants and scholarships
rather than loans or student
employment this year. Grants
increased from $24 million dur
ing to the 2000-01 school year
to just over $27 million this
year.
Fridsma explains why the
increase in money to grant
occurred.
“When the tuition increased,
the university increased the
PLEASE SEE GRANTS, 12

The men

Italian Pianist
Antonio PompaBaldi, recipient of a
silver medal in this
year's 11th Van
Cllburn International
piano Competition,
opened for Grand
Valley State
University In the Van
Cllburn Concert
Series on Tuesday
night.
Pompa-Baldi has
played
throughout the
United States and
Europe.
See page 8 for entire
story.

GV administration sponsors
series on Middle East studies
Mark McGarry

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Knowledge is power. At
Grand Valley, the administration
is attempting to empower its
students by holding a panel
series relating to the events of
Sept. 11.
The series is sponsored by
Middle East Studies, Padnos
International Center, Pew
Faculty Teaching and Learning
Center and Student Life. Each
panel explores different aspects
of the Middle East and the
events surrounding Sept. 11.
Last month the panel held a
lecture/discussion on Islam. On
Oct. 29 in the Grand River
Room in the Kirkhof Center, a
lecture/discussion panel took
place titled “Perceptions and
Misperceptions of the Middle
East.”
The panel was led by:
Coordinator of Middle Eastern
Studies professor Jim Goode,
Professor Barbara Roos from
the School of Communications,
and professor Samir IsHak from
the Seidman School of

tume” for the
Halloween party
hosted by the John
Ball Zoo and WGVU
Oct 27, 29 and 30.
“The Zoo Goes
Boo with WGVU”
offered light-hearted
entertainment
geared toward
children 12 and
under.
See page 10.

\

dealt with objectively.”
He continues by saying,
“Unfortunately the situation
about terror, or Islam or the
Middle East is intentionally
shrouded in mystery based on
ignorance and propaganda, not
on facts or reason. Thus any dis
cussion to enlighten our citizens
is good.”
The panel hopes to provide
useful information by using this
duel format.
“We hope to give those who
attend a better understanding of
the Middle East, and get their
questions answered,” professor
Goode said.
Another focus of the panel
was to help those who attended
respond to the tragedy of Sept.
11 and the Middle East in a
proper way.
“You can respond to a
tragedy and in your response
make things worse,” Professor
Roos said. “Or you can respond
in a way which will make the
world a better not worse place
for all of us to live in.”
PLEASE SEE PANEL, 12

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Abbey Hettmansperger

The GVSU climbing club recently took their annual trip to Red
River Gorge Kentucky. It was a two-night trip consisting of
camping, hiking, climbing, and lots of Macaroni and Cheese.
Shown here, at Roadside Crag after leading this 5 11 over
hanging route, Mac Fowler prepares to descend the climb
with a technique known as "cleaning.”

Alumni House nearly paid off through donations
Nate Thompson

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Downtown

Business.
The first part of the panel
displayed the three member’s
expertise on Middle Eastern
issues. Professor Goode talked
about the history of Christian
and Islamic relations and some
current perceptions of the
Middle East. Professor Roos
gave a power point presentation
discussing media sources that
people could access for a point
of view of the past few months.
Professor IsHak focused on the
misperception that people com
monly have about the region.
The second part was an
answer and question format
where those in attendance had
the chance to ask questions
about the various subjects pre
sented.
Professor Roos points out
why she thinks this is a good
idea, “Many points of view gets
you further then one point of
view.”
Professor IsHak adds, “I
think any discussion about the
aftermath of September 11,
2001 situation is healthy as long
as it is based on the facts and is

Grand
Valley
State
University’s 13,000 square-foot
Alumni House is nearly paid off.
The price tag for the con
struction of the house cost Grand
Valley $2.5 million.
“A loan has already covered
the cost, but we are very close to
paying it off completely,” said
Jessica Dutzy, who is a secretary
for alumni relations.
“We are just under the $2.5
million for funding the build
ing.”
To help cover the additional
charges. Grand Valley will once
again hold its annual phone-athon. The project, which is run
by the capital campaign, will
again have current Grand Valley
students calling alumni and ask
ing for donations.
The capital campaign is a
five-year project that was

launched in October 1998. The
project has been very successful
recently, raising $151 thousand
last year, and in the past three
years it has raised more than
$350 thousand.

“The phone-a-thon usually is
a success, and with the donations
we receive from alumni, we
should have the Alumni House
paid off by June,” Dutzy said.
The Alumni House was orig

inally dedicated on homecoming
last year. The building serves as
an information center for cam
pus guests, and also provides an
environment for alumni and uni
versity events.

Students around Grand
Valley have mixed reactions
about the 13,000 square-foot
building, however.
Junior Kristin Glaser said
that the building “adds a stun
ning touch to our campus.”
“It’s almost like looking at a
castle when you first drive onto
campus. It’s a very beautiful
building.”
Amanda Cashen, who is also
a junior, has a different view on
the building.
“It’s nice that alumni com
pletely funded for this building,
but it almost looks out of place
for this campus, you know? It’s
like a mansion on a college cam
pus, and I just don't think it
belongs,” Cashen said.
Even with varying opinions,
the Alumni House is in fact
almost paid off and it will con
tinue to be a showcase on the
entrance to the Grand Valley
State campus.
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Murray chats in live Webcast

BEAT

Rachel Iso

Grand Valley Lanthorn
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Midtart, GVSU Lot H. \Achm suffered pain in to nock alter vaNcte accktent. TiNMd
•caite by Rte»rttog Offfcar Wdm is • studant. flood
Madtote, GVSU Campus Victim reported pain and numbnass in left Mgh from previous
footol ln|ury Treated at ion by Raporiing Offtoar, Alandala Fire and Raaoua and Ufe
EMS Transported to North Ottawa Community HoapM by Lit EMS. Victim it not*
studant Ctottd.
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10/1MH

Medfcat, Mumni House. Victim Buffered laceration to right thumb. Treated at scene by
Reporting Officer Victim la a student. Ctoaed.
MaMctowa Oaatmdton of Property, GVSU Lot 0. Victim reported damage to vehicle. Victim
laaolurtanl Open.
itfi7/n
Larceny; Zumberge Library. Subject attempted to remove books from the library. Subject
waa tottan Into custody. Subject is not a student. Ctoaed.
10/18/01

Suicida AttampL Hoobier Living Center Victim met with Reporting Officer and was then
transported to North Ottawa Community Hospital by Lite EMS. Foffow up will be with GVSU
Couneeing Services. Victim is a student. Ctoaed.
10/19/01

Harassment, Copeiand Living Center. Victims reported unwanted contact with subjects.
Subjects were trespassed. Three are students Closed.
Possession of Drug Paraphernalia. HIM Living Center. Officers confiscated drug
paraphernalia from a room. Subjects are students. Closed.
Assist General Public, Laker Viage Apartments. Officer reported to a cal of an assault.
Officer met with ad partes involved are students Closed.
Assault Ravine Apartments. Subject reported being assaulted by ex boyfriend. Victim is a
student. Open.
Fraudulent Activity, GVSU Victim reported unauthorized transactions on bank account
Victim is a student. Open.
10/20/01

Possession of Marijuana, Open Intox In MV, West Campus Drive/Laker Drive. One dtad,
warrant requested Subject is not a student Use of Marijuana, same location. One died,
subject la not a student. Minor In Possession, Open intox in MV same location. Two criad,
subjects are not students Closed.
MaSdous Destruction of Property, GVSU Irwin Lot. Victim reported damage to vehicle.
Victim la not a student. Open.

On Oct. 23, Grand Valley State University
President Mark Murray was broadcasted live
on the Internet by alumni relations. He
spoke and met Grand Valley alumni all over
the country.
Director of Alumni Relations Nancee
Miller said the evening was a new way to
introduce Murray to the alumni community.
“It was fun. President Murray was very
relaxed and it seemed to be a format where
he was comfortable,” she said. “It is quite
traditional to roll out a new president to the
alumni community. We have alumni all over
the United State, so we wanted to involved
them in meeting President Murray.”
Before the Sept. 11 attacks, the alumni
association was going to do a satellite uplink
and downlink on Oct. 23, where alumni
from nine major areas could view Murray.
When they had to cancel an engagement in
Patoski because of the attacks, Miller said
they couldn’t get any of the money back
from the project. She said if something like
that happened again, Grand Valley would be
lose more money.
“It occurred to us that if the United States
reacted or there was another national
emergency, we would be spending a lot of
money that we could not get back,” Miller
said. “We started looking at ways to
introduce President Murray all over the
world that would be cost effective in time
and also in expense. We came up with the
web cam. We could introduce him live from
the alumni house on the World Wide Web
from our web page.”
On the evening of the even.t about 120
people gathered for a dinner and to watch

Murray live.
The
TV
cameras were
provided by
PBS, channel
35.
“It’s a little
tiny piece of
the computer
screens, but it
was a way for
our alumni to
meet
him,
hear his views
and answers
to questions,”
said Miller.
Miller said
that
two
weeks prior to
the
event,
there
were
post cards sent
to all 44,000
Grand Valley
photo courtesy of University Communications
alumni, they
were urged to QVSU President Mark Murray was broadcast in a live Webcast Oct.
log on to 23. The broadcast was chosen over a live meeting for many reasons.
GVSU’s Web
site and click
One of the key issues discussed was
on the link to an evening with President
university growth.
Murray.
“The
devotion
and
quality
of
The number of viewers that night is
undergraduate instruction, 1 think, is the
unknown.
Murray made a few comments and then central issue,” Murray said. “I think we are
was available to answer questions for the coming to a point in which we will need to
look at whether enrollment can grow much
hour-long event.
“The growth tells the story,” Murray said further. There is a sense of community here
that night in the interview. “This wouldn’t be and we don’t want to loose that.”
If you are interested in seeing Murray’s
the fastest growing university in the state if
it wasn’t doing what the students who Webcast, log onto www.gvsu.edu/alumni.
attended expected it to do.”

GVSU Blackboard attempts to From Grand Valley student to
teach students missed lessons Grand Rapids business man
Nate Thompson

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Grand Valley remains focused
on improving its overall
technology every year. One
such improvement on the Web
site is the addition of the
MyGVSU Blackboard.
While some students on
campus have yet to learn
what exactly the Blackboard
is, many faculty members
and students have taken
advantage of the course
management options that the
Blackboard provides.
Sociology professor Yan
Yu is one professor who
values the system.
“I find the Blackboard
very helpful, because I can
easily post class lectures and
documents on it, plus the
students can check their test
scores on there if they
desire,” Yu said.
“That is one aspect that
many students have taken
advantage of. If for some
reason they miss a class,
they can easily check the
Blackboard and pick up any
notes,” she said.
Grand Valley junior Carolyn

Ratkowski is one student who
has used the Blackboard to her
advantage.
“I find the Blackboard useful
because I have to miss class on
occasion because I am involved
in the touring Shakespeare
group and it is very beneficial to
see if I have missed any notes
from class,” she said.

assignments, and a course
statistics option that allows
faculty to evaluate and measure
a student’s progress.
Bob Fletcher, who is the ViceProvost
of
Academic
Computing, said that the
Blackboard
was
actually
developed last year, but it has
been upgraded for this year and
is much improved.
“Faculty and students
can now participate in
—
real-time
chats
and
discussion groups and
Iffor some reason
even have the option of
customizing their own
they miss class they can
web page and showcasing
easily check the
their URL,” Fletcher said.
Now that the software
Blackboard and pick up
has been upgraded, more
than 700 courses and
any notes.
9,000 students are using
the Blackboard.
“We are really trying to
encourage more faculty
Yan Yu
and students to take
Sociology professor
advantage of the new
Fletcher
11 technology,”
said.
For more information on
Other aspects on the software visit the
Web site
at
that benefits students and www.gvsu.edu/it/faculty/index/
faculty are the digital dropbox, htm.
where
students
can
electronically
submit

U

They don't have any fun. He doesn't date.
She thinks the latest is the burlap sack. They
are stem, sober, and sexless.
Their God, whom they love to say
predestinated everything, is nothing but a
cosmic puppeteer.
They can’t stop talking of Heaven, because
they really have no goals for this life.
And when they talk of those who would
rather just think of today, and bodies, and
even just a little booze, well then, the
conversation quickly turns to hell...

friend and his
brother to make this business
venture successful.
He focused on the marketing
aspect of the company such as
contacting
companies,
building
clientele,
and
advertising the Web site.

His partners dealt with the
web-designing portion of the
business.
When the dot-com business
started slowing down, Saxena
decided to switch gears and
expand into another area of
business.
This idea was conceived
^ about 8 months ago.
with his new company
called MID Corporations, he
does web development and
application software for
companies.
The application software is
customized
for
each
company. Through his
contacts from the
previous company,
grjobs.com. Com, he
was off to a good
start for establishing
the new business.
Saxena
strives
to
continuously improve his
clientele in hopes of having a
very long career in this
business.
“ I am positive that it will get
better. I hope to continue with
this as my career after
graduating,” Saxena said.

Wednesday, Nov. 7, 2001
10 am -3:30 pm
Eberhard Center
Permanent Positions and Internships
Representatives from business, industry and
government ranging from pharmaceutical
sales to technology to law enforcement.

Wednesday, November 7, 7:30 pm, Kirkhof, 2nd floor, Cabins ABC
Sponsored by those Calvinists decked out in the latest from Fitch

Here is a small representation of the organizations that will be in attendance:
National City Corp
Ann Arbor Police Department
Ortho-McNeil
Auto-Owners Insurance Co.
Shaw Industries
City of Grand Rapids
Sherwin Williams
Consumers Energy
Smiths Aerospace
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
Standard Federal Bank
Fifth Third Bank
State of Michigan
Foremost Insurance Co.
Steelcase Corporation
Gentex Corp
Stryker Medical
GlaxoSmithKline Pharmaceuticals
Target Stores
Gordon Food Service
Waddell & Reed
Grand Haven Public Safety
Walgreens
IRS Criminal Division
Wells Fargo Financial
Lear Corporation

Ottawa Creek
Apartments
11127 52nd Ave
hVTffl

Many Grand Valley students
indulge in extra curricular
activities during their college
careers, but for Grand Valley
student Mike Saxena, his
hobby lead to developing his
own business.
Saxena is a transfer
student from Grand Rapids
Community College. He is
currently in his second year at
Grand Valley pursuing a
degree in Computer Science
with a minor in Business.
Saxena has always had
passion for business. When he
decided to start his own
business, he thought about
what would be useful for the
people of Grand Rapids.
Being from Grand
Rapids, he was aware that they
lacked a Web site specifically
for advertising jobs in the
community.
That is when he decided to
develop
Grand
Rapids
jobs.com in 1999.
Grjobs.com, was the first
local Web site for jobs in the

Grand Rapids area.
“ At the time, all dot. Com
companies were making
money,” Saxena said.
Although he deyeloped the
concept himself, he
collaborated with his j ^

JobFest 2001

Come one, come all! Calvinists or Calvinist haters!
Stop settling for caricatures!
In another lively discussion let’s see the real
"Portrait of a Young Calvinist"

i

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Want to see into your future??

And they didn't vote for Clinton either. For Shame
Calvinists! Really?

J,

Tiauna Harris

hMl

nsAoifflflnDwD1 M
Sear GVSV

For complete employer participation go to:

Spacious 2 Bedroom Apartments

Don’t leave your career to chance...

Special Low Rates
Central Air

Dishwasher

§L

Grand

Washer/Dryer

Basketball Court

call 616-677-5270 or 616-949-5646

http://www.gv8u.edu/careers

ATrUflvrasrrv
SrATFt>fl
Career Services

Bring copies of your resume and wear professional dress.
For answers to any of your questions please stop by
Career Services 206 STU (895-3311) or 125B DeVos (771-6708).

Graad Valley Lanthara

LAKER LIFE

Thursday, November 1, 2001

Angie Woodke, Laker Life Editor
-Mi' r.<n.

I THE SCOOP
t A glance at the week ahead

GVSU students visit ground zero in NY
Angie Woodke

; Thursday, November I
I ♦Campus Ministry Prayer
! Lunch, 12p.m. to 12:50p.m.
? ♦Annual Women’s
v Scholarship Walk-a-Thon,
13p.m. to 6p.m.
t ♦Men’s Basketball •: McLaughlin All Stars, 7p.m.
kto 10p.m.
J ♦Movie: Ghostbusters, 9p.m.
£to 11p.m.
! ♦Puddle of Mudd at the Orbit
J Room, 8p.m.
* ♦Pressure 45 at the
* Intersection, 7p.m.
i:
i I
j Friday, November 2
: ♦Water Combo 12p.m. to
12:45p.m.
♦University Academic Senate
< 3p.m. to 5p.m.
< ♦Intramural Basketball (5 on
5) Entry Deadline 5p.m.
^ ♦Intramural Floor Hockey (4
* on 4) Entry Deadline 5p.m.
♦GVSU Volleyball vs.
, Northwood 7p.m. to 9p.m.
♦“Getting Freaky” Fall Fest
by RHA. Prizes for costume
and dance contests, D.J., Free
♦ Food...lots of fun!! In the
Courtyard between
Kirkpatrick, Seidman,
Swanson & Stafford at 9p.m.
to Midnight.
♦Harvest Party 7:30p.m.
♦GVSU Hockey vs.
Northwood 10p.m.
♦Grand Rapids Symphony
playing at DeVos Hail 8p.m.
♦Insane Clown Posse playing
at the DeltaPlex 6:30p.m.
♦Mighty Blue Kings playing
at the Intersection 8p.m.
♦A Haunted House in
Seidman Living Center, make
a $3 donation to make a Wish
Foundation, from 7p.m. to
11p.m.
Saturday, November 3
♦GVSU Men’s Cross Country
- NCAA Regional 11a.m. to
lp.m.
♦GVSU Women’s Cross
Country - NCAA Regional
11a.m. to lp.m.
♦GVSU Swimming and
Diving vs. Alma College
lp.m. to 3p.m.
♦GVSU Women’s Soccer vs.
Ferris State University lp.m.
to 3p.m.
♦GVSU Volleyball vs.
Saginaw Valley State 4p.m. to
6p.m.
♦GVSU Football vs. Wayne
State (Kids Club Day) 7p.m.
to 10p.m.
♦Grand Rapids Symphony
playing at DeVos Hall, 8p.m.
♦Good Charlotte playing at
the Intersection, 7p.m.
Sunday, November 4
♦Campus Ministry Sunday
morning worship, 9:30a.m.
♦Campus Ministry Sunday
morning worship, 11 a.m.
♦ 1st Annual Grand Valley
State University Wrestling
Clinic, 2p.m. to 5p.m.
♦Perugino String Quartet
Concert, 3p.m. to 5:30p.m.
♦Catholic Mass 4:30p.m. to
5:30 p.m.
Moscow Ballet’s Great
Russian Nutcracker playing at
Devos Hall, 3p.m.
♦Temerarios playing at the
DeltaPlex, 7p.m.
Monday, November 5.
♦Campus Ministry prayer
lunch, 12p.m. to 12:50p.m.
♦Art and Design BFA Thesis
Exhibits, 9a.m.
Lunch “N” Learn Series ”How to Work a Room/ The
Fun Factor is the Bottom
Line" 12p.m. to 3p.m.
♦Making Sense of September
11, Perspectives and
Conversations 7p.m. to 9p.m.
♦Movie: Kids in the Hall:

See Page 12 for the
rest of this week’s
events

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Recently a few Grand Valley
State University students, along
with the American Red Cross,
were given the opportunity to
travel to New York with the
National Relief Network.
On Oct.
15-19, Peggy
Hamstra, a graduate assistant in
the school of criminal justice,
was one of these nine students
who had the opportunity to go
down to ground zero and help
those involved in the Sept. 11
tragedy.
Hamstra said she believes the
whole
criminal
justice
department was behind them,
knowing what a wonderful, life
changing experience the trip
would be.
Most of their trip was spent on
the bus, Hamstra said. They
were gone a total of 96 hours, 51
of which were spent traveling.
They stayed at a place called
Camp Speers, which is a YMCA
camp in Pennsylvania, so their
daily commute was two hours
each direction.
“There was a point before we

we are spending commuting
could be spent helping the
victims of New York,” Hamstra
said.
She said
she left New
York,
however,
with
“something
special that
will bind the
nine of us
together for
a long time.”
As the bus
pulled up to
ground zero
for the first
time,
everyone
looked out
their
window and
became
silent,
Hamstra
said.
The metal
rubble of the
buildings
was
red
jNew York City after the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. because they
were still
had put in any volunteer hours
that I thought, ‘this is
ridiculous,’ the amount of time

burning, said Candace Hill, who
is also a graduate assistant in the
school of criminal justice that
went on the trip.
“It was unlike anything 1 had
seen on television, it was real,”
Hamstra said.
The students worked in a
respit center, which was a hotel
at ground zero that served as a
safe haven for the rescue
workers, Hamstra said.
Many things were provided to
the rescue workers in this safe
haven, such as food, clothes and
any other supplies that they may
need, Hamstra said. They were
also given the opportunity to
watch TV and check their email.
Hamstra and Hill were both
surprised at how emotionally
strong the rescue workers were.
“They work 12-hour shifts, six
days a week at the sacrifice of
their family and their personal
lives,” Hamstra said.
They spent most of their time
talking to the rescue workers,
not just about the tragedy, but
about everyday things, Hill said.
They just needed someone to
listen to them.
Some of the rescue workers

GVSU student finishes marathon
after a nearly fatal auto accident
Kristen Helmer

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Nothing can stop Jason
Nelson from doing what he
loves. His determination and
passion for running has helped
him to overcome an obstacle
that could have easily destroyed
his life.
Before August of 1999, a mile
might not have seemed a long
distance for Nelson, who ran up
to ten miles a day. His friends
even gave him the nickname CC
for “cross country.”
Nelson attended Midwestern,
where he ran for two years,
before transferring to Grand
Valley State University to obtain
a teaching certificate in
biochemistry.
It would only take one August
day to threaten everything he
had ever worked for and
eventually challenge him to run
the hardest mile of his life.
Nelson was on his way to a
friend’s house, with his brother
in the passenger seat, when he
decided to make a U-turn and
head back. An oncoming truck,
with little time to slow down,
struck the driver’s side of
Nelson’s car, destroying the
vehicle.
The blow to the car severed
Nelson’s skull, rendering him
unconscious and forced his
femur through his hipbone. His

brother sustained minor injuries
due to the angle of the oncoming
vehicle.
“We got a call three days
before we were supposed to
move in together,” said long
time friend Josh Hall.
“It was the scariest thing in the
world. He’s a great guy and
very smart. It was strange that it
happened to him.”
Nelson was flown to a hospital
in Indiana, where nurses and
doctors spent a month trying to
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It was the
scariest thing in
the world.

Josh Hall
Friend
________________ ff
bring him out of a deep coma.
His brain had been badly
bruised.
A
Hematoma
developed and had to be
relieved.
“The weeks coming out of it
were fuzzy,” Nelson said. “I
remember some things, but most
of it is gone.”
Physicians made the decision
to transfer him to a University in
Chicago, where he could

GVSU club
promotes
cultural
education

talked about how difficult the
hours they have worked have
been, how hard it has been to
move on with their lives and
how they had to toughen up in
order to keep working every day
at ground zero, Hamstra said.
Although Hill said it was hard
to put her whole experience at
ground zero into words, if she
had to use one word to describe
it, it would be ‘overwhelming.’
Even with the short time spent
in New York, Hill feels satisfied
with the help that she provided.
“We knew we wouldn’t make
some profound difference, but
we did as much as we could,”
Hill said.
Hamstra said they did
everything they were allowed to
do, but she still wishes they
could have done more.
“I have been trying to deal
with the fact that after all the
planning and travel and
anticipation, I have come back
feeling like I could have done
more,” Hamstra said.
She said the whole experience
is still very fresh in her mind.
“It was one of the most
spectacular memories of my
life,” Hamstra said.

er treat

undergo extensive physical
rehabilitation in order for him to
learn to walk again.
This was a harsh reality for
someone that used to run up to
ten miles a day and whose
foundation was reinforced by
the sports that he loved.
“Throughout November we
worked on leg strengthening,”
Nelson said. “From there I was
able to move about on
crutches.”
Determined, Nelson pushed
his training farther.
“By the next week, I was able
to walk without the crutches,”
Nelson said. “It was all about
using the legs more and
strengthening the hip muscles.”
That December, Hall gave his
Nelson a call.
“1 was joking around with
him,” Hall said. “I said that we
were going to take his nickname
away if he didn’t run a mile. He
kind of laughed and said, ‘I
already did.’ He had that day.”
It can only be perseverance
that caused Nelson to get on the
treadmill and run that mile, and
it was perseverance that led him
to return to Chicago, where he
spent prior months learning to
walk again.
This time, he came to compete
in
the
famous Chicago
Marathon with over 37,500
participants. Upon completion,
Nelson placed in the top third.

Grand Valley Lanthorn JAbbey Hettmansperger

Amelia Growe enjoys a juicy carmel apple during the
refreshments held at the end of the GVSU Children's Center
party. A couple activities preceding the refreshments were
decorating pumpkins and the children wrapping their
parents in toilet paper to make mummies.

County of Ottawa
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Tim Frank
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The International Club, in its
second year of existence, is an
organization at Grand Valley
State University that tries to
promote different cultures and
nationalities.
Members seek to promote
cultural
and
educational
programs for students at GVSU
The club also sponsors trips
for students that take them to
various parts of the world.
The club is always looking for
new members. Anyone can join,
even if you are not an
international student.
“Last year we had a really
good time,” Club President
Lucio Doria said. “There were
100 members in our club,
including two Americans. We
just try to get people from
different cultures together and
have
a
good
time.”
On Nov. 5, the club will be
hosting an ethnic festival on
campus.
“Last year’s festival was
great,” Doria said. “We had
places set up where people from
different countries could teach
you how to write in their native
language.”
Other events include various
types of dancing from around
the world for students to try.
“I like the food idea,” said
David Fisher, a senior at Grand
Valley. “I might go to the
festival just for that.”
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Funding the great escape
If state funding goes down the tubes, so
will higher education
Nearly 30 percent of every student's paycheck is taken by the
government. This money goes to pay for everything from Medicare
and Social Security to financing the national defense and large
corporations.

GVL I QUESTION OF THE WEEK
This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked six community members:

What did you do this weekend?

Large corporations are crying foul after the attacks of Sept. 11,
screaming about a slowing economy and laying off massive numbers of
workers, businesses are crying for help. What a change in tune from
the small government: ‘please don’t tax us’ to ‘help me help me help
me.*
The government is stepping in to help big business with bigger aid
packages. Nevermind that the economy was nose diving before the
month of September. Nevermind that it is the lower levels of
employment with the thinning ranks. Nevermind that of the proposed
$25 billion going to help businesses out, not even a trickle will make it
to the blue collar worker.
Right now a bill entering the Senate will cut money given to states by
$5 billion. Every governor in America has asked for Federal assistance
with unemployment and medicare. Large salaries and bloated investor
expectations are more important then state level spending in Medicare,
unemployment and... education. With state revenus across the nation
dropping by $10 billion and falling, education could be next on the
block for cuts to keep essential public services like food stamps and
Medicaid functioning.
Many people don't remember, but in the early ‘80s the state had to cut
educational funding. Grand Valley was a tiny school then, and barely
made it through the cutback as an institution. One of Arend Lubbers’
greatest achievements was keeping this university on the map.

Study, hang out with
friends, and go to
church.

Hang out with friends
and study on Sundays.

Work on Saturday, do
my homework, and
practice my music.

Ruth Johnston
Senior
Psychology

Austin Prater
Sophomore
Business

Min-Jung Chung
Senior
Music

Usually I just work, but
if i don't work I just
hang around. It's
usually pretty boring.

Work, hang out with
friends, and sometimes
party; though there’s
not a lot to do in
Allendale.

Spend time with my
friends. I go downtown
to the Outpost and play
computer and card
games with friends.

Mark Zimmerman
Senior
Public Relations

Elizabeth Mason
Junior
English Education

Rob Reeg
Sophomore
Computer Science

It seems probable that Grand Valley will weather through whatever
economic turbulence is ahead, but consider that students are borrowing
more now then they ever have in the past. Even a decrease in funding,
as little as $50 a student, could shake the system to its core.
Every student, even those without loans and scholarships, depend on
money from the state and federal government for college. Students are
also the largest, most untapped political voice in the nation. If this
voice is raised, perhaps some of the mistakes waiting to be made can
be stopped before they are laid on our society, and education is laid off.
GVLI OPINION POLICY
The Ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthom opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Valley
Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthom
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expression for
reader opinions: letters to the editor,
guest columns and phone responses.
Letters must be signed and
accompanied with current picture
identification.
Letters will be
checked by an employee of the Grand
Valley Lanthom.
Letters appear as space permits each
issue. The limit for for letter length is
one page, single spaced.
The Editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns for

length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthom will not
be held responsible for errors that
appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters.
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons.
Send letters to:
Editor - Grand Valley Lanthorn
100 Commons
Grand Valley State University
Allendale, MI 49401-9403

Watch for this computer icon. It points to
special on-line extras. Just one more way we
trying to get you your news!

Or e-mail them to:
editorial@lanthorn.com

www.lanthorn.com

www.lanthorn.com ______________________________ -get your news!

GVL I STUDENT OPINION

Want to exercise? Don’t forget your in.
writes for the
GVL Student
Opinion. Her
views do not
necessarily
represent those
of the
newspaper.

No one likes being told what to
do. Control is something all of us
like to pretend
we have.
This includes
me. I rank somewhere
just under
Woody Allen
in terms of
neurotic behavior.
However, in
recent weeks I
have noticed an
interesting aspect of
human nature that both
frustrates and confuses
me- we all know there
are rules and we all think we are
the exception.
Take for example the
opportunities we are given at
Grand Valley. The tuition that we
grudgingly pay includes much
more than simply instruction and
exams.
Sports, clubs, theatre and a
quality recreation center are only a
few of the many accessible options
we are given.

By simply flashing a student ID
card and getting a stamp on the
hand, free weights, cardio
equipment, courts, a pool and
much more
become
available to you.
The price you
pay? Zip.
Zero. Nadda.
Working
at the ID
Check in
the Rec Center
(the job
description
is explained in
the title) I take a lot of verbal
abuse (sniff sniff).
If I had a dollar for every person
that complained about having to
bring their card or get their hand
stamped, I could pay for my
overpriced books next semester.
Although use of the facility is
free, people still aren’t happy. You
come to work out every day?
You’re an athlete? Your grandma
went to school with former

President Lubbers? You pay
tuition?
Sorry, but we all do, and we all
have to bring our card. Although
it is disheartening, we are not
special and we are not the
exception to the rule.
Being an employee of another
fitness facility in addition to the
recreation center has made me
realize how lucky the students at
GVSU are.
For the price of a washable hand
stamp and a highly portable ID,
students get the right to work out;
not to complain about the policies
or the music.
Although the clients at the other
gym consistently gripe about the
music, they pay $400 a year. I
suppose that gives them the right.
As students at GVSU we are
given the opportunity to explore
more than just academic options.
Although I complain about the
parking, we have a beautiful
campus.
The computer labs may be busy,
but those with patience find a

world of possibility at the click of
broad smile and be proud of
yourself for following the rules!
a mouse.
Plays, sports, music and the
Okay, that’s going a little too far.
Just don’t yell at me and call me
freedom to explore our interests
retarded when I tell you to show
and desires outweigh any
temporary
me the card you
inconvenience.
left in your car.
a
All this,
Again.
along with
Recreation
superior
center employees
Don't yell at me
academic
don’t have a
when I tell you to
training, is
perverse interest
included in
in seeing your
show me the card
tuition.
mug shot or
Keep in
putting an
you left in your car.
mind that you
indistinguishable
Again.
chose this
Louie the Laker
college for an
stamp on your
education; it
hand. It’s just
doesn’t owe
policy.
you anything.
___________
We know that
Next time
no one likes being
you’re asked
told what to do
for your ID or
and feeling like
to have your
they have no
hand stamped, think of it as a
control over the situation.
symbol of freedom to be proudly
Me included; except I have the
displayed!
stamp and you don’t!
Thrust out your hand with a
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Inequitable treatment of faculty Is a concern on campus
is an assistant
professor of
history and
a guest writer
for the GVL
Opinion. His
views do not
represent
those of the
newspaper.

Students who have never thought
about the distinction between an
“adjunct” or “visiting” professor and
a regular faculty member might be
surprised at what a difference this
distinction makes. For example, few
students walking into class the first
day would know that their visiting
professor sometimes has been hired
shortly before school began and may
not even have chosen the assigned
texts. Or, they may not realize that
their instructor might receive less pay
and fewer benefits than a video store
manager (and without the free
rentals). Most of us, whether
students, faculty, and staff, expect to
earn as much as our fellow workers
doing the same or comparable work,
and we expect the same degree of
respect as well. Yet, for many faculty
on the campus of Grand Valley State
University, neither of these conditions
apply. Students might be surprised to
discover this, too.
Contract, full-time visiting
(meaning non-tenure-track), and
adjunct instructors—approximately
49 percent of the faculty persons on
campus, by an unofficial count—
often assume heavier teaching loads
and/or earn smaller salaries and
receive fewer benefits than their
colleagues. Inequitable pay and
working conditions for adjunct and
non-tenure professors is an issue that
affects students directly, shaping the
kind of education they receive.
It is an issue that affects campuses
nationwide, leading the American
Association of University Professors
(AAUP) to declare Oct. 28 through
Nov. 3 “Campus Equity Week.” Now
is a good time for students to start

asking professors questions about
faculty pay, benefits, equity, and the
quality of their education.
By my unofficial count, GVSU
employs 416 adjuncts (approximately
37 percent of the total faculty) and
126 visiting and contract professors
(11 percent of faculty) for a total of
543 (up from 411 in the 1997-1998
academic year). The total course
load covered by adjuncts and visitors
is somewhat different, since they
often teach a heavier load than
regular faculty.
Adjunct faculty are often employed
term-to-term and paid per course
taught (and relatively little, if national
trends apply at GVSU); visiting
faculty receive full-year contracts, but
these contracts are renewable for only
a limited time. Regular faculty, by
contrast, are on the “tenure-track,”
and, after a probationary period,
receive tenure, a guarantee of job
security, academic freedom, and
intellectual autonomy.
Nationwide, 43 percent of all
faculty in American higher education
are now part-time instructors. The
tenure track is becoming obsolete as
more and more American universities
shift toward a “multi-tiered labor
system,” a corporate employment
model that lowers costs by creating
lower-paid entry-level job tracks with
no promise of long-term security.
The increased use of such
“contingent” laborers produces great
savings in labor costs for universities,
but those savings are not necessarily
transferred to students (tuition and
student debt have risen nationally) or
to faculty and staff (trends in
compensation for them have been

stagnant).
What do students see as a result of
this trend? More classes taught by
part-time instructors, particularly the
large, introductory-level courses. The
use of part-timers is more prevalent
in disciplines such as English, history,
modem languages, and mathematics.
Nationally, according to the Coalition
on the Academic Work Force (a
consortium of professional
organizations), fewer than 50 percent
of all introductory history courses are
taught by full-time tenured or tenuretrack faculty; for free-standing
composition programs, the figure is
only seven percent.
Many adjuncts and visitors embrace
their status, preferring part-time work
schedules. Other adjuncts are
professionals employed full-time
outside the university, eager to teach
a specialized course otherwise
unavailable to GVSU students.
Some are retired faculty, teaching a
course only now and then. But many
adjuncts and visitors are attempting to
support themselves and their families
on their salaries and aspire to full
time, tenure-track employment. They
sometimes balance more than one job
(just like many GVSU students) and
often must pursue their scholarship
(necessary for professional
advancement) at their own expense
and on their own time. They are
overworked and underpaid relative to
regular faculty and often left feeling
like “second-class citizens” at our
university.
Adjuncts and visitors are usually
extraordinarily dedicated teachers and
often accomplished scholars. Yet,
their commitment to GVSU students

GVL I LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Are Americans dying in vain?
“They will not have died in vain”,
declared President Bush, speaking
about the first known US casualties
in the War against Terrorism.
The truth of that statement,
however, will only be known in
retrospect. It depends on the still
unknown outcome of the war, which
further depends on how we define
our enemies, our military and
diplomatic objectives and whether
we choose the appropriate strategy
to achieve them, while preventing
unnecessary loss of life among our
US citizens in the military.
If bin Laden, his network and
Afghanistan are successfully
destroyed, and Iran, Iraq, Syria and
other terrorist regimes are left intact
to further develop nuclear, chemical
and biologic weapons of mass
destruction aimed at us, we will
have won the battle , but certainly
lost the war.
Those who die fighting for our
freedom today, will certainly have
died in vain- as will thousands, if
not millions, of our citizens in years
ahead. We can not hope to win a
war against terrorism by only
destroying some of the terrorists.

Evan F. Madianos, MD

It’s unfair to generalize youths
I am writing in response to Satish
Chandra’s letter titled, “America is a
nation of barbarians,” which
appeared in the October eleventh
edition of the Lanthom. The letter
referred to a class of unruly ninthgraders. Based on this example
alone, the author concluded that
America is “a nation of barbarians”
and that corporal punishment should
be reinstated in schools.
The adolescents that the author
described did indeed exhibit
barbarous behavior. Even so, it is
unfair to generalize the behavior of
a few teenagers to all Americans or
even to all children. This is like

labeling all Muslims terrorists based
on the actions of only a few
Muslims. Both are mistaken
assumptions.
As for the issue of corporal
punishment, the author cites no
evidence that this type of
“discipline” would prevent or
remediate barbarous behavior.
Also, because this behavior was
not as frequent before the
banishment of corporal punishment
does not prove that the lack of this
type of punishment is what caused
unruly behavior. I suggest that the
neglect of public schools to teach
values is a more related cause. If
you would like to explore this factor
in more detail, I recommend a book
by Thomas Lickona titled Educating
for character: how our schools can
teach respect and responsibility,
which can be located in Zumberge
Library.
Finally, I am surprised that the
author wrote that foreign students
should not attend American schools.
Last week’s letter suggested that the
author was both foreign-bom and a
member of the GVSU community.
This appears to be a contradiction
since this university is an American
school.
At any rate, I am proud to be a
student at GVSU and I will continue
to use the techniques that I learned
here to encourage positive behaviors
and values in America’s children.

Aleesha H. Brandt, educator

personally challenge Mr. Chandra to
look into my Aunts eyes and explain
to her that had her son not been late
for work on Sept.. 11, the number of
dead would have been“merely”
6,001.1 can’t imagine how you
could console my baby cousin, who
lives a few blocks from ground zero
and has had nightmares ever since
the attacks.
What could you say to my aunt
who rushed to the scene just after
the attacks and who is now beyond
consolation?
I am deeply disturbed that the
staff of the Lanthom thought it
would be appropriate to publish this
letter. It was a virulently hateful
letter, filled with anti-semitic
language and a complete disdain for
the suffering of New Yorkers and
their families.
I am sickened at the thought that
somewhere in the Lanthom,
somebody made a decision to
sacrifice the dignity of the dead and
suffering so that a letter expressing
Jewish hatred could be published in
our school newspaper.
I’m certain that in confronting the
staff of the Lanthom, I’ll quickly be
referred to the “Letters to the Editor
Policy.” However, a simple sense
of moral decency should not be
supplanted by some abstract notion

is necessarily transient. It can be no
other way for part-time or temporary
workers, as many students know from
their own work experiences.
This is the logic of contingent
employment in the modem
marketplace: Diminished job security
means less identification with the
employer and less commitment to the
job. Less is expected of adjuncts and
part-timers, as is indicated by their
pay. No one can blame an instructor
who, earning less and having only a
short-term contract, spends less time
helping students outside of class
understand a particularly difficult
problem, less time analyzing where a
student went wrong in an experiment,
less time conceptualizing and setting
up a lab, less time working up a
protocol for class research, less time
grading exams, or less time marking
papers. This simply must be so.
As dedicated as most part-timers
and adjuncts are, they must be
realistic about their work load. As
the AAUP suggests, a teacher’s
working conditions are a student’s
learning conditions. There are hidden
costs to heavy reliance on adjuncts
and part-timers: Less coherence in
academic programs, reduced faculty
involvement with students and
student learning, and less input into
the curriculum from those often
having the most contact with a
department’s general student
population.
Both faculty and students have
common interests in insisting that
GVSU treat adjuncts and visitors
more equitably. The current faculty
should be aware that the modem
university is creating a two-tiered
faculty: The tenured and
tenure-eligible versus the
part-timers. “Institutions

that any letter,
no matter how hate-filled and
offensive, that passes over the
Lanthom’s desk should be
published.
This letter was not meant as an
expression of opinion, it was
intended to hurt other people. The
person who wrote it was a coward.
The Lanthom staff must take
ultimate responsibility for giving
this coward a voice.
The“Letters to The Editor Policy”
was developed so that people with
unique ideas could express
themselves. It was not intended to
empower people to spread Jewish
hatred and deprive the dead of their
dignity.
On one page of the Lanthom a
story can be found praising the
heroism of Americans. On another
can be found the comments of a
person who is not satisfied at the
death toll and who does not feel it is
high enough to merit his sympathy.
The GVSU community—who
pays the Lanthom’s bills— deserves
an apology from the Lanthom staff.
To say that it is editorial policy to
print such letters is not sufficient
Hiding behind legalities is in itself a
form of cowardice.
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In a recent letter to the editor,
Satish Chandra claimed that “a Jew
on a Boston Radio Station” had
stolen the ideas of an unnamed
Indian scientist. He then declared
that this was an act of terrorism
greater than the one which claimed
the lives of what he described as “a
mere 6,000 New Yorkers.”
First of all, I would like to
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(and available on weekends)
The Rapid now has extended bus service on Friday and Saturday to get you where you want to go. On Friday nights, the Campus
Connector operates between Allendale and the Downtown Campus until 2 a.m. On Saturdays, there are two routes from Allendale:
one to downtown Grand Rapids and one to Jenison Meijer/RiverTown Crossings Mai. Saturday buses run from approximately 7 a.m.
to 2 a.m. Either way, you have access to entertainment, shopping, and restaurants without the hassle of driving and parking.
RBmembei; you can also use your GVSUID to ride any of The Rapid fixed-route buses for FREE
when the Campus Connector is running.
You can also use your GVSUID for discounts and special offers from the following merchants. Contact Rsw Student Services (DEV
101B) for more information.
Arden’s Photo
Bobarino’s (The B.O.B.)
Bistro Bella Vita (downtown)
Broadway Theatre Guid
Cherie Inn
Cique Bowl
Club 1894
Day’s Inn/Sully’s at the Inn
Eastown Deli
G.P Sports (Amway Grand)

.
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Lanthorn should not publish
derogatory letter

that rely heavily on non-tenure-track
faculty members to teach
undergraduate students,” the AAUP
declares, “diminish academic
freedom, respect for teaching, and
public confidence in higher
education.” Faculty should push for
action by GVSU’s University
Academic Senate on the report of its
own “Non-Tenure-Track Task Force”
(issued in March 2000 but still in
committee). The UAS task force
recommended, among other things,
greater equity in pay, expanded
insurance and retirement benefits, and
more consistent evaluation
procedures for non-tenure-track
faculty. The task force also urged
relatively minor changes that would
add to the dignity of adjuncts and
visitors—university IDs, inter-library
loan privileges, and regular inclusion
in Faculty Teaching and Learning
Center activities.
Students should ask questions their
professors questions. Ask what their
employment status is at this
university and what they know about
issues of equity among faculty on
campus. They might also ask the
same questions of President Murray,
Provost Gracki, or an academic dean.
Students want faculty who have the
time to meet their needs, the freedom
to be provocative teachers, and the
standing to contribute to the academic
life of our larger community.
They should insist that their
university—to which they are tied by
bonds of affection and interest—be a
place of learning, questioning, and
research, not a knowledge factory
governed by the logic of the
corporation. Most importantly,
students and all of us, should demand
equity for all workers on campus
simply because justice requires it.

Gil’s Fish House (The B.O.B.)
Grand Rapids Ballet
Grand Rapids Symphony
Hong tong Inn (downtown)
Jewish Theater of Grand Rapids
Judsorfs Steak House (The B.O.B.)
Little Africa’s Cuisine
Opera Grand Rapids
Osta’s Lebanese Cuisine
Pubic Museum of Grand Rapids (Cafe)

Pubic Museum of Grand Rapids (Gift Shop)
San Chez
Sierra Room
Taco Bell (Michigan NE)
Tre Cugini
Two Choppers
Urban Institute for Contemporary Arts (UICA)
Van Andel Arena & Grand Center
Wenger's Bowling
Zs

For schedule information, visit www.ridetherapid.org or call 776-1100
////.'
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Coach leaves
his mark
on tracksiers
AJ Smuder
Grand Valley Lanthom
Coach Mike Lints was the
type of guy, that when you first
saw him you were afraid. He
towered over you, and as a
transfer student last year, I was
taken aback by him.
I met coach Lints the first day
I went to track practice. I
couldn’t practice with the team
yet, because I hadn’t had my
physical exam. Head coach,
Jerry Baltes told me to ride in
Lints’ truck and meet the rest of
the team at the hill for their
practice.
When we got into the car, I
clammed right up and stared
out the window, hoping he
wouldn’t ask any questions.
“Where you from?” Lints
asked me in his deep, low
voice, which startled me for a
split second, but at the same
time, he had gotten my
attention, and he would have it
for the rest of the season. In
my freshmen like voice I
muttered my answer
“Minnesota.”
“Minnesota?” he asked in a
grunt not satisfied with my
response. I was convinced for
the rest of the season, Lints was
not going to pay any attention
to me. But Lints wasn’t one to
ignore. In fact he made sure
everyday when he saw me he
would rip on me for something.
Whether it be the University of
Minnesota sweatshirt I wore to
practice or the fact that I was
the slowest sprinter on the
team- he would make sure to
get a crack in here or there and
it was always in fun.
Lints was also there for
everyone else on the track and
field team. Mel Cotter, a
sophomore, remembered a story
from her freshmen year and
how nervous she was about
running the 400-meter race.
Lints came up to her before the
race and she asked him for a
pep talk. He said “Run fast and
then turn left. Run fast again,
and then turn left again then
run fast and turn left two more
times. Then you need to kick it
in.”
Lint’s hard intense personality
was shattered when the Lakers
won their first conference
championship in 1999, during
the indoor season. Uri Ormsby,
a freshman at the time,
remembers the story of when
Coach Lint cried when his team
brought home the first place
trophy.
Lots of tracksters looked up
to Lints, not only because he
was more then 6 feet tall, but
because he had been a Laker on
the track team once too, and he
knew how to deal with the
common pressures that came
along with the sport.
He had been around the block
once before and he could share
his experiences with the
athletes. Those athletes he
touched took his wisdom and
ran with it.
Lints had a tattoo of a track
foot on his heel for when he ran
as a Laker. Juniors Dave Siik
and Pat Garret followed in his
footsteps and this past summer
they too got the tattoo. They
will always be reminded of the
great coach they once had.
At the funeral service on
Saturday, former athlete and
coach of Grand Valley State
University Bob Ignatoski said
“Coach Lints is now with a
bunch of kids, that no matter
how hard the workout is, they
won’t complain about their
shins.”
Ignatoski was both coached
and coached with Lints at
Grand Valley. He also taught
with Lints. Lints taught math
and Physical Education at
Kenowa middle school as well
as coached the ninth grade
football team.
Head coach of track and field
and cross-country Jerry Baltes
lost a colleague and a friend.
“He was a great coach, a
great person” Baltes said. “ And
an even better friend to me."
Baltes had coached with Lints
for three years and took the
Lakers first conference
championship win.
Lints might have been cocky
and tough, but without his
constant pushing, yelling,
encouraging and teaching,
many athletes and students
wouldn’t be where they are
today.
He was a great coach, and I
will forever miss him.

WWriere look to and the laker's title ran
Ken Wisniewski
Grand Valley Lanthom
Grand Valley’s football team is looking
to extend their unbeaten streak to nine
this season, as they host the 3-5 Wayne
State Warriors.
Up a spot from last week, GVSU is now
ranked fourth in Division II American
Football Coaches Association Polls.
The Lakers are coming off of their
closest game all season, while the
Warriors are playing to reach the .500
mark. This past weekend Wayne State
lost to a tough 7-2 Indianapolis team 3814.
Last year’s meeting between the two
teams was a 22-20 down to the wire
fmish. Grand Valley fell behind 14-3 and
then answered with a six-yard touchdown
scramble from quarterback Curt Anes.
GVSU then regrouped and put the ball in
the end zone three more times to go

ahead.
occasion by stopping WSU’s quarterback
The Lakers took a lead of 22-14 in the Jason Charron from completing the pass
fourth quarter, until the Warriors woke up to his receiver.
and scored on a 14-yard touchdown with
Once again the Lakers pulled out
30 seconds
another close victory and sent
left
in
Wayne State back to the locker
((------------------------- room wondering what had gone
regulation.
At 22-20,
wrong.
It's really about
Wayne State
In a game that was back and
was
now
forth,
the
statistics
were
how we prepare
within reach
unbalanced. The Lakers ran for 243
and mentally
of tying the
yards on 53 carries, while Wayne
game with a
State was stifled with only 58 yards
approach the
two-point
on 29 carries.
conversion.
Wayne State earned the majority
game.
The Lakers
of their yards through the air by
dug in and
BRIAN KELLY
means of completing 19 of 54 pass
carefully
GVSU Football Head Coach attempts for 253 yards.
anticipated all
GVSU attempted less than half of
possibilities
the passes WSU did (24), throwing
when
the
for only 119 yards on nine
Warriors lined
receptions.
up for the game tying two-point
Grand Valley’s new all-time leading
conversion. The defense rose to the receiver, David Kircus caught 5 passes

for 94-yards and oddly enough was
unable to get a touchdown. Fleet-footed
Laker running back Brent Lesniak
sprinted for 104 yards on 11 rushes.
Reggie Spearmon and Michael Tennessee
brought in a respectable 59 and 50 yards
each.
This year’s Grand Valley backfield
corps of Lesniak, Tennessee, Spearmon,
and Anes, each have a career total of
1,000 yards or more.
Going into this years game, head coach
Brian Kelly reiterated what lies ahead of
GVSU.
“It’s really about how we prepare and
mentally approach the game, not really
what Wayne State does,” Kelly said.
With Grand Valley’s much improved
defense from a year ago, they are
confident that they will put the game out
of reach much earlier than last year.
Grand Valley’s final night game of the
season will be at Lubbers Stadium,
Saturday 7 p.m.

Volleyball
loses Hist
game In 22
Ryan Slocum
Grand Valley Lanthom

dr^^Untharnfl^MLjo
one of the Laker men swim In the 100 meter butterfly,
one of the lady lakers etarts off the blocks.

into the race, they were
unable to win, losing the
event to Wayne State.
The final scores for
the meet were: Wayne
State 124, Grand Valley
122, Calvin 114 and
Albion 76.
Junior
Ashley
T«i CARPENTER
Freeman and sophomore Katie Ballentine
teamed up to win the (me and three meter
Grand Valley Lanthom
diving events. Ballentine scored 231.55 in
The men and women’s swim team hosted the one meter and 230.40 in the three meter,
Albion, Calvin, and Wayne State at the 14th falling just short of the 250 point score
umual GVSU Relays last Saturday in the needed to qualify for nationals.
Four meet records were broke on the
Fictdhouse.
The four teams put on an exciting meet, women’s side. The Laker 4 x 50 Freestyle
team broke the old record set by Calvin
setting 10 new event records.
“I think we had better significant swims with a time of 1.40.98.
Wayne State and the Lakers set records in
than last year,” said head coach Dewey
the 400 yard medley and the 4 x 100 relay,
Newsome.
The Laker women, who have won the although Wayne State finished first and
relays for the last three years, placed GVSU came in a close second.
The Warriors also captured the title on the
second, earning three first place and six
men’s side, stripping Calvin of their threesecond place finishes in the twelve events.
The final event, the 4 x 100 relay, was the year winning streak.
The Lakers were tied with Calvin for
deciding factor over who took home the
second place, leading up to the 4 x 100
trophy.
The Lakers were leading Wayne State 112 relay, but the Knights won the event and set
to 110 going into the final event and needed the new record.
The Lakers completed the GVSU Relays
to win to secure the overall victory.
But the Lakers fell behind early when with 116 points, 22 up from last year’s third
Katie Guthrie lost her goggles. Even1 place finish.
The overall point totals were: Wayne
the women managed to get back

State 130, Calvin 122, Grand Valley 116,
and Albion 68.
Freshman Ben Rapp and sophomore Josh
DeVries completed a Laker sweep in the
diving competition by winning the erne and
three meter team events.
The men also fared well in the relay
events, earning four second place finishes
and six third place finishes.
“I was really pleased with how our divers
performed today,” Newsome said. “We had
a couple of freshman spring boarders going
out there for the first time, but they handled
the pressure well.”
Over half of the men’s event records were
broken. Calvin set new relay records in the
3 x 100 butterfly, 4 x 200 yard freestyle,
400-yard medley, 4 x 50 yard freestyle and
the 4 x 100 yard freestyle.
Wayne State shattered the old record in
the 1500-yard relay by ten seconds, with a
time of 15.00.47, while also setting the new
time in the 400-yard medley.
Changes will definitely be made in
preparation of upcoming meets.
“We changed our training regiment this
year and it seems to be doing well with the
short distance swimmers, but it might be
hurting our long distance swimmers.”
Newsome said. “We have two weeks to
refocus before our next tough meet.”
The men and women will have a dual
meet against Alma College next Saturday at
the Fieldhouse 1 p.m.

For each of the past two
seasons Deanne Scanlon’s
Laker volleyball team has been
setting daily practice goals,
weekly match goals, and yearly
championship goals. Last
season the Grand Valley State
Volleyball Team accomplished
those goals winning the
GLIAC
and
regional
tournaments and making it to
the Elite Eight.
This season the team’s goals
are much the same with one
more goal in mind; going
undefeated in the GLIAC
schedule. The Lakers looked to
be on their way to achieving
that goal, going undefeated in
the conference with just three
matches to play, but then
disaster hit.
“The best way to describe it
is a bad dream that you
couldn’t wake up from,”
Scanlon said.
The bad dream was the
GVSU’s match up with Ferris
State on Oct. 25. In an
uncharacteristic performance,
the Lakers dropped their first
match out of their last 23
outings, losing in three-straight
games to the Bulldogs (24-30,
21-30, 16-30).
Grand Valley put up very un
laker like numbers tallying just
32 kills and a dismal .031
hitting percentage. On the other
hand, the Bulldogs hit .271 and
racked up 51 digs and 11
blocks on defense.
“Never in the seven years at
the school have we been beaten
so bad,” Scanlon said. “Even
when Northern Michigan was
winning
national
championships we never got
beat that bad. They were very
motivated to play us. We could
do no right and they could do
PLEASE SEE VOLLEY, 12

Water polo faces trials
Ken Wisniewski

Grand Valley Lanthom
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GVSU’s water polo team is
currently ranked 16th in the
nation for club teams. This
team’s
similarities
are
comparable to the men’s college
basketball team of Gonzaga.
Only in their second season,
the Lakers have made a name for
themselves and are expected to
play competitively with the best
teams in the country. The Lakers
have already beaten top teams
this season such as former
National Champs Michigan
State and Notre Dame twice, as
well as a few other ranked teams.
Coach Matthew Skavnak came
to Grand Valley in the fall of
1999 after playing for Michigan
State’s 1999 title winning team.
An e-mail was sent to Skavnak
asking him if he wanted to be the
head coach of Grand Valley’s
new program. After a few phone
meetings, Grand Valley found
them selves with a qualified head
coach to build a good foundation
for the new water polo team.
This weekend the Lakers faced
Dayton
in
the
Midwest
Divisional Finals and lost 5-6.
The Lakers faced Dayton two
times before and came out with
two wins. Skavnak was
disappointed in the unfortunate
ending to the season.
“We didn’t play well. We had
many shots hit the post and if we

get a couple breaks we win,”
Skavnak said. “If we played
them 100 times, we’d beat them
99 of those times.”
Grand Valley has kept this
program running with a
shoestring budget and little
support, and has continued to
forge ahead and beat the odds.
Unable to use the Grand Valley
pool, due to lack of available
time. In order to practice the
team must travel to Hudsonville
High School to use their pool
from 9 to 11 p.m. daily.
Many times they have had to
play their games at the same
time, and recently have found
themselves worrying about a
future practice sight because of
the times the pool will be needed
for other events next year.
This year’s team is made of 14
players that have been getting
stronger over the last two years
they have been in the program.
With the growing interest in
the Grand Rapids, Skavnak feels
it will get more attention in the
future. The team currently has
three sets of brothers and
continues to recruit some of the
top local players.
The water polo season starts
with training in August and ends
with finals in November.
Skavnak is uncertain about
whether he will return to coach
GVSU next year, but will
continue coaching Grandville
High School’s water polo team.
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Crew wraps up successful season
Andrea Rosema

Grand Valley Lanthorn
The sport of crew, deeprooted in tradition, has been a
club sport at Grand Valley for
the past 30 years. This year’s
team, as in past years, is
dedicated to continuing the
success and tradition that
defines the sport at Grand
Valley.
This past weekend the %
member Laker team, both
varsity and novice, traveled to
Elkhart, Indiana to participate
in the Head of the Elk
invitational. The men and
women’s teams came in with
high hopes of finishing off the
season on a high note, and
they did.
At the Head of the Elk
invitational Grand Valley
competed against Division 1
schools such as Michigan
State University, University of
Michigan, Purdue and the
University of Kentucky,
Louisville. The men’s varsity
eight, rowing against 24 other
boats, finished second, and the
women’s varsity eight finished
eighth overall, behind only
one other club team, Purdue.
The men’s novice four raced
varsity,
finishing
an
impressive sixth and the
novice men and women’s
eight both received silver at

the invitational.
Grand Valley’s crew team
competes in the Midwest
Association
of
Rowing
Colleges, against Division 1 to
Division 3 schools. The team
is led by head coach Chad
Jedlic a Canadian native who
participated
on
Trent
University’s team in college
and also rowed on the
Canadian national team.
Jedlic spent this past
summer studying under his
apprentice coach in London,
Ontario.
His
learning
experience has been a great
asset to the Grand Valley team,
as he uses his knowledge to
shape strong, skilled crew
members.
The sport of rowing requires
dedicated participants and a
strong muscular makeup.
Athletes on the team train 1618 hours per week year round.
During the just finished fall
season and into off season
training crew members focus
on skill development, proper
rowing technique and building
a strong aerobic base.
Grand
Valley
crew
members’ intense training is
essential, having one goal in
mind, to qualify for the Dad
Veil Regatta at the end of the
spring season. Dad Veil
Regatta is the National
Championships for Division 3

and club schools and the
highlight for the Laker
men and women.
“Our goal is to finish in
the top three at the Dad
Veil,” Jedlic said, “and 1
think we have the
potential to do it.”
Athletes on the team are
dedicated
to
the
program, performing not
as individuals, but as a
team said Jedlic
“Rowing does not
focus on individuals,”
said Jedlic, “in order for
a team to be a success,
everyone
must
be
brought to the same
level.”
Photo courtesy Crew Club
With one season down GVSU glides along the river during
and another closely practice.
approaching, the teams
continue to train for the teams in the nation, as well as
competitive spring season in carrying on the tradition of
hopes of placing Grand Valley participating in one of the
among the top club crew purest and oldest sports, crew.

Tennis ends season 8-3
Ken Wisniewski

Grand Valley Lanthorn
The women’s tennis team traveled
to Saginaw Valley State last
weekend for the Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference
Championships. The Lakers placed
fourth in a very strong eight-team
field, and ended the season with an
8-3 record.
The fourth seeded Lakers won
their first round match, 5-4 against
the fifth seed Wayne State. Dana
Morgan, Nikki Fairchild, Stephanie
Donston, and Kim Van Sprange
were all victorious in singles play.
Van Sprange was victorious over
Wayne State’s Anna Hume in a
grueling three set match 7-6, 1 -6,64.
The Lakers lost their remaining
matches, falling to top seed
Northwood 5-0 in the semifinals,
and 7-2 to the number two seed
Ferris State in the 3rd place match.

Kellen Lynch and Fairchild were
the lone victors for the Lakers.
Head coach Scott Mattson’s first
season as head coach at GVSU is
one he feels he can build on.
“I feel we beat teams we were
supposed to beat and I am pleased
with how well they performed this
season,” Mattson said. “With a
young team like this 1 am happy
with the way that the team played in
the tournament.”
Northern Michigan was the
surprise of the tournament,
upsetting Ferris State in the
semifinals 5-4 and then winning
over Northwood 5-4 in the finals to
capture the title.
Mattson watched the finals and
saw something that doesn’t happen
very often.
“It was amazing to see something
this rare happen. Something this
big, rarely happens in tennis,
because of the fact that you have to
win so many sets,” Mattson said.

Help Save A Life Donate Plasma Today.
It’s The Right Thing To Do!

And Each Month You Can Earn Up To

Because We Care
About You!
•
•
•
•

Bring in thfe ad for
$20 off your new
patient exam, or
one month of birth
control free.
Expires 7/1/02

•
•
•

•

Emergency contraceptive pi lb
Birth control, pregnancy testing
Testing and treatment of STDs
Condoms and low-cost
Depo-Provera & Lunelle shots
Oral H1VIA IDS testing
Confidential affordable most
insurance accepted
Ask about H .O.P.E.* a.k.a. pilb
without a pelvic (*Horrronal
Contraception with Optional
Pelvic Exam)
Evening appointments
available!

$200

Call Community Bio-Resources to make your appointment:

COMMUNITY BIO-RESOURCES
616.458.1646
www.cbr-usa.com

Now you will recieve an EXTRA $10 on your
2nd donation within a calendar week!

Planned Parenthood'
Centers of Wtet Michigan

1 -800-230-PLAN

Because not everybody fits the same mold and great ideas come in all forms, and because individuality and
creativity are valued—Smiths Aerospace has created a culture that embraces people, nurtures their unique
talents and allows them to flex their minds. If you want to start engineering your career future, but want a
little guidance, we provide the environment that can help. We at Smiths Aerospace are a community of
specialists in advanced technologies who can show you the ropes and give you the support you’ll need to
start at the top. You bring the interest and dedication. We’ll supply the rest

OUR CO-OP / INTERN PROGRAM
Our program produces some of the best-trained entry-level professionals in the aerospace industry. The
experience will give you hands-on exposure and allow you to work in your chosen field, alongside seasoned
professionals. We employ co-op and intern students from a variety of technical disciplines. Flexible schedules
include summer semester and year-round paid opportunities.

OUR FULL-TIME EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Hardware Engineers
Avionics Systems Engineers
Software Engineers
If you are graduating with an engineering or computer science degree, consider working in an atmosphere
where your efforts will be recognized and rewarded. Talented graduates help make our programs succeed
by bringing fresh ideas and perspectives.
Smiths is located in dynamic Grand Rapids, Michigan, where you’ll enjoy a competitive salary and generous
benefits as well as the low cost of living and wealth of cultural, educational, and recreational activities that
our area has to offer. We are a highly renowned designer and manufacturer of advanced avionics systems for
military and civil aircraft worldwide. We’re offering what you’re looking for...a chance to create, advance,
learn and enjoy life.

EE, CS or CE Majors are encouraged to stop by our booth at
Job Fest 2001 on Wednesday, Nov. 7.
If you are unable to attend the Interviews, please forward your resume in confidence to:

Smiths Aerospace
Attn: Human Resources
3290 Patterson Avenue SE
Grand Rapidst Ml 49512-1991
Fax:616-241-7269
Email: collegejobs@si.com or call 1-800-843-2325 to speak directly
with our engineering managers. NO AGENCIES PLEASE!
At Smiths, our passion is pushing the limits of aerospace technology higher, faster and further than ever
before. To learn more about these exciting opportunities, our dynamic environment and our products, visit
our website at www.smltht-aerospace.com
Smiths Aerospace is an Equal Opportunity Employer promoting diversity in the workplace. We invite and encourage response from
women, persons of color, veterans and disabled. For security reasons, most positions require applicants meet certain eligibility
requirements such as US citizenship.
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World-renowned pianist to visit Grand Valley
AJ Smuder

Grand Valley Lanthorn

GV
Top
Spotligh
a

Top 10
Music Albums
1. Various Artists, God Bless
America
2. Enya, A day without rain
3. Ja Rule, Pain is love
4. Ozzy Osbourne, Down to
earth
5. Nickelback, Silver side up
6. Various artists, Totally hits
2001
7. Linkin Park, Hybrid theory
8. Jay-Z, The blueprint
9. Usher, 8701
10. Alicia Keys, Songs in A
minor
source: Yahoo! music

Van Clibum International
Piano
Competition
silver
medallist, Antonio Pampa-Baldi
performed at Grand Valley Sate
University as part of his tour of
the United last Tuesday in the
^ Louis Armstrong Theatre.
Pampa-Baldi a 26-year-old
pianist from Italy recently was
awarded his silver medal in May
in the final competition in
Dallas, Texas.
Pampa-Baldi is the first of
four Van Clibum medallists to
visit Grand Valley in the next
two years.
The Van Clibum competition
is held every four years and this
past year they awarded two
silver medallists and two gold.
Pampa-Baldi was also the
winner of the 1999 Cleveland
Photo courtesy of Nancy Willey Competition and has played in
concerts all over the world
{international piano silver medalist Antonio Pampa-Baldi will be
including Paris, France; New
performing at Grand Valley State University next Tuesday.

‘13 Ghosts’ fails to spook

Top 10 Box
Office Movies

Top 10
Movie Rentals

TOP 10
TV Shows

Photo curtesy of Yahoo!Movies\

Matthew Lillard is one of many characters frightened during the movie 13
Ghosts which also stars Shannon Elizabeth.

Top 10

books

1. Who Moved My Cheese?
An Amazing Way to Deal with
Change in Your Work and in
Your Life by Spencer Johnson,
Kenneth Blanchard
2. The Prayer of Jabez:
Breaking Through to the
Blessed Life by Bruce
Wilkinson
3. Joumey^through Heartsongs
by Mattie Stepanek, Mattie
Stepanek
4. John Adams by David
McCullough
5. The Corrections by
Jonathan Franzen
6. Germs: Biological Weapons
and America’s Secret War by
Judith Miller, William Broad,
Stephen Engelberg
7. Heartsongs by Mattie
Stepanek, Mattie Stepane
8. Harry Potter and the
Sorcerer’s Stone (Harry Potter
#1) by J. K. Rowling, Mary
Grandpre (Illustrator)
9. Jack: Straight From the Gut
by Jack Welch
10. Taliban: Militant Islam, Oil
and Fundamentalism in Central
Asia by Ahmed Rashid
Source BarnesANoble.com

Cyrus’s works when he was alive. These
two characters are aware of what the house
represents while the unsuspecting family
does not. The house is equipped with
It seems Hollywood is content with
special glasses that allow humans to see the
releasing horror movies every Halloween
ghosts. As the movie progresses the house
that look really amazing but the story and
begins to let out the ghosts one by one until
dialogue is a complete insult to the viewer.
all twelve are released.
In that vein I reveal “13
The thirteenth ghost is the
Ghosts,” a remake of the
only surprise part that the
1960 William Castle film.
movie has going for it. The
The story is very, very
only thing preventing the
simple. Uncle Cyrus (F.
humans from imminent death
Murray Abraham who must
is special writings on the walls
have been desperate for
that prevent the dead from
work) is involved in the
moving on.
occult and captures ghosts.
The problem with “13
Cyrus is kind of like a satanic
Ghosts” isn’t the craft because
ghostbuster who is
visually and production wise
accompanied by a psychic
Run
the film is magnificent. The
loudmouth named Rafkin
minutes
visual effects of the ghosts are
(Matthew Lillard at his
Rating: R for gore,
amazing as well as the visual
annoying best).
value of the house is
violence, nudity and
The beginning is the
interesting.
capture of the 12th ghost,
language
The problem is the script and
which of course goes sour in
acting. The performances are
many a way. Fast forward to
exaggerated to the point of
Arthur (Tony Shalhoub)
sheer camp to overcompensate the awkward
living in a stuffy apartment with his two
pacing of the script and terrible dialogue. If
children Bobby (AJec Roberts), Kathy
you’re looking for cliche mind-numbing
(Shannon Elizabeth) and the nanny (Rah
Digga). Their situation is explained early in dialogue then this is the movie for you.
Movies like “13 Ghosts” are a waste of
the film during the opening credits.
time and money. If a person wants to make
Things are not well in the family until a
a movie for Halloween then work on a good
lawyer comes calling. The lawyer is the
idea and script then the visual effects not
representation for Uncle Cyrus and in his
the other way around. If you want to see a
will he bequeaths his estate to his nephew
scary movie on Halloween this year then
Arthur. So the family moves over to the
rent “The Exorcist” or “Halloween” from
new home looking for a gold mine and
what they find is a interesting looking place the closest video store to your house. Don’t
waste seven dollars on mindless crap like
that is filled with GHOSTS!
“13 Ghosts!”
After they arrive odd things start to
happen when they encounter Rafkin and
* out of four
Kalina (Embeth Davidtz) a follower of
Ryan Bye

Grand Valley Lanthorn

‘From Hell’ is familiar,
grisly story with new twist
Ryan Bye

1. E.R.
2. Friends
3. CSI
4. Fox World Series Game 2
(S)
5. Law and Order
6. West Wing
7. Everybody Loves Raymond
8. Judging Amy
9. Survivor: Africa
10. JAG

over the world.
After the first round of
competition, Reichert was one
of 35 performers to play in a
second round.
After that, the third round of
competitors were flown to Fort
Worth, Texas to compete for the
six top spots.
After picking up the bronze
prize, Reichert also received a
CD production, management for
a year and between sixty and
one
hundred
concert
engagements.
“I found myself flying to the
U.S. six to seven times a year
for three to four weeks stays,”
said Reichert, “I was living out
of my black suitcase.”
Reichert said it was a lot of
hard work and he is happy to be
taking a break now staying at
Grand Valley as a professor.
The Van Clibum competition
aired on PBS as a documentary
entitled “The Clibum: Playing
on the Edge” last week..

movie

1. K-Pak
2. 13 Ghosts
3. From Hell
4. Riding in Cars with Boys
5. Training Day
6. Bandits
7. Serendipity
8. The Last Castle
9. Corky Remano
10. Bones
source: Yahoo! movies

1. The Mummy Returns
2. Cats & Dogs
3. Along Came a Spider
4. Angel Eyes
5. A Knight’s Tale
6. Blow
7. Heartbreakers
8. Bridget Jones’s Diary
9. Someone Like You
10. One Night at McCool’s
source: Yahoo! movies

York and Naples, Italy. Last
year alone he performed in over
thirty concerts worldwide.
With concerts all over the
world, Pampa-Baldi has also
played as a soloist with the
Orchestra national de ParisRadio France, the Orchestra
Sinfonica Sicilian, and the
Florida Symphony.
He is currently an assistant
professor at the Oberlin
Conservatory.
In past years, Grand Valley
has welcomed Van Clibum
winners such as Aviram
Reichert,
associate
music
professor, here at Grand Valley.
Reichert was a bronze medal
winner in 1997.
“It changes everything,” said
the Israeli-born Reichert, “It is
truly the most important
competition in the world.”
Reichert
entered
the
competition four years ago by
auditioning in Milan, Italy.
Over a hundred musicians
auditioned in different cities all

Grand Valley Lanthorn
The new film “From Hell” is
an interesting and new twist on
the Jack the Ripper mystery.
In the fall of 1888, five
prostitutes in London were
murdered in a grisly fashion by
a serial killer whose intricate
and detailed murders baffled the
London authorities and was
never tried nor caught.
The film is based on a 500page graphic novel of the same
name created by Alan Moore
and Eddie Campbell.
Johnny Depp stars as
Inspector Frederick Abberline
who is assigned to the case of
Jack the Ripper.
He is an opium addict and has
the ability of clairvoyance.
His dreams give him the
ability to see the crime prior or
close to the time of the actual
murders.

Abberline is equipped with a
sidekick of sorts in the form of
Peter Godley (Robbie Coltrane
in a well-underplayed
performance).

interesting.
Here the audience can see the
The feel and the look of
Sherlock Holmes and Watson
“From Hell” is dark and
character parallel and both are
clammy.
entertaining
Most of the
together.
movie is shot at
There also is the
night during the
introduction of
murders and
the prostitutes and
even the day
their heroin Mary
shots have an
Kelly (Heather
element of
Graham). A
darkness in them
nicely placed
because of the
romantic subplot
lack of bright
between Kelly
Wi
sunlight.
and Abberline
EC
This is a credit
works here.
Cast:
to the Hughes
Unlike another
Heather Graham
brothers (Albert
film earlier this
Run Time: 2 hours, 17
and Allen) who
year “Enemy of
directed “From
minutes
the Gates” a
Hell”.
WWII film where
Rating: R for violence,
They profess
a romantic
gore and language
“From Hell” to
subplot detracts
be another
from the story
“ghetto” film in
flow, here the
their string of urban dramas like
directors integrate the subplot
“Menace to Society” and “Dead
well.
Also, the movie introduces Sir Presidents,” but this one stands
alone.
Their attention to detail
on every level and use of
the script in releasing
surprises is very unusual
in the studio system that
perpetuates itself with
cliche endings and plot
developments.
The actual murders are
well shot and not
excessively violent.
This makes for a
tastefully done movie (No
pun intended).
Add a strong cast with
impressive performances
from Johnny Depp and
Ian Holm, even Heather
Graham is tolerable, and
it makes for an all-round
entertaining experience.
This is a horror film that
doesn’t insult your
intelligence it just gives
some insight into a story
William Gull (Ian Holm) who is that baffles and still has not
been solved.
assigned the surgeon of the
Queen and Royal Family.
Sir William is an advocate of
the lobotomy, which comes into
out of four
play in the ending, which is

movie

What Once Was Lost
Port 5: Confessions

By Erin Klttzxe
Grand Valley Lanthorn
“Shai, what the heck is with
your voice tonight?”
The GVRen meeting was
winding down after dissolving
into chaos when business was
taken care of. I ground my
teeth together. I hadn’t been
able to lose the strange accent
I'd woken up with. I didn’t
know why, but everybody had
the common decency not to
bring it up.
Everyone, that is, except
Kitty, who continued to speak.
“I mean, faire’s still weeks
away, chica, and you’re
already almost hitting
fairespeak. Something
wrong?”
Of course Alaina Conrad
would bring it up. Of course.
Don’t get me wrong, Alaina
“Kitty” Conrad has been my
friend since I met her last
year, but sometimes she
doesn’t know when to keep
her mouth shut. I opened my
mouth to speak.
“I think it’s just a little
reflexive, Kit,” Craig broke in
deftly. “We went to Holly this
past Saturday, so she’s been
slipping in and out all week.”
Bless you, Craig. I never
would’ve thought of using our
trip to the Michigan
Renaissance Festival as a
cover for the accent. The look
I caught in Craig's eyes,
though, told me that even if he
wasn’t going to let Kitty press
it out of me, he would.
1 figured I'd save him the
trouble, once we were on our
way back to the dorms.
“Shai! Craig! We’re
heading back dorm-side, if
you want to come.” Jude was
standing with a couple of our
friends near the door out of
Kirkhof.
“We’ll catch up in a few
minutes,” I told her, and they
left I looked at Craig, who’d
fallen into what appeared to
be a conversation with Kitty
and Jordan about something or

another. I touched his arm.
“Craig?”
He glanced at me, then back
at them. “Look, I’ll talk to
you guys later, all right? Or,
e-mail me, huh?”
We gathered our things
amidst scattered calls of good
bye, then walked outside.
Ahead, I could still hear the
sounds of Jude and our other
friends, talking and laughing.
I looked at Craig.
“I suppose you want
answers.”
“They’d be nice.”
I nodded, and slowly,
haltingly, began to tell him
about the dreams. I told him
that I didn’t know what they
meant or where they came
from, that they had just begun,
that I’d had two and I didn’t
know if there would be more
to come or not. He listened to
me with a concerned
expression on his face, then
put his arm around me and
hugged me.
“Who knows? Your
imagination might be
overactive. It’s not like
you’ve had much to stimulate
it lately, what with the sameold, same-old around here.”
“Yeah, maybe,” I murmured.
“Besides, dreaming during
the day? You can’t tell me
you don’t do that in some of
your classes. Just daydream.”
I smiled. “You’re right, I
do.”
“So then these dreams
you’re having aren’t anything
to woriy about, are they?”
"No, I guess not.” I rested
my head on his shoulder.
“Thanks, Craig.”
“It’s always a pleasure.” He
gave me a squeeze. “And by
the way, Shai,” he added,
“you’ve lost the accent.”
Thank God. As much as I
wanted to believe him,
though, believe that the
dreams were nothing, the
nagging doubt remained even
as we caught up with our
friends and continued on our
way home.
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LOCAL BANDS WANTED!!!

Guest saxophonist jazzes up GVSU

Want to become famous? The A&E section of the GVL is s
a weekly review of new local music groups.
ff^ \
Contact AJ Smuder at 895*2883 or Arts@Lanthorn.conlk/vy
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DYLAN
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Luke

Warfc|

Daniel Jordan, a special guest of the Faculty Jazz Trio, gets Into a solo piece on his
saxophone. He was featured as a soloist with Natalie Cole.

Faculty quartet harmonizes again
AJ

Smuder

Grand Valley Lanthorn
The Grand Valley
State University quartetin-residence,
the
Perugino Quartet, is
performing for two
nights Nov. 4 and 12.
The first show will be
held on Sunday, at the
Loosemore Auditorium
on the Pew Campus
downtown with the
show starting at 3 p.m.
The Monday night
show begins at eight and
will be held in the
Sherman Van Solkema
Recital Hall, in the
Performing Arts Center
of
the
Allendale
campus.
The quartet is made up
of Eric Tanner and
Diane McElfish, violin,
Robert Byrens, viola,
and Stacey Bosman,
cello.
This is the quartet’s
fourth year presenting
Photo courtesy of Department of Music]
an
enthusiastic The Perugino String Quartet will be
performance styles and performing twice this November.

0 bTheHuni^

Quality Custom Tattooing
Member of the Alliance of
Professional Tattooists
Open Monday - Saturday
Noon until 9:00pm
4176 Lake Michigan Dr. NW
Grand Rapids, Ml 49544

a wide range of musical expertise.
The group hit the national scene
when they were invited to the
prestigious Julliard String Quartet
Seminar in New York.
At the end of the seminar the
musicians were featured in an
All-Beethoven concert at Lincoln
Center.
All the members in the quartet
are faculty members at Grand
Valley and are regular performers
in the Grand Rapids Symphony.
They will be performing the
following pieces for the show,
Avro Partis Frates,
Prokofievfs Quartet No. 1, Op.
50 and Edvard Griegfs Quartet in
G minor, Op. 27.

*

IN PERSON!

TICKETS STILL AVAILABLEI
NEED EXTRA CASH?
Sell products
everyone needs.
Make $100 on
each one sold.
531-0672
ahool669@webtv.net

RESERVED AND GENERAL ADMISSION SEATINGl
Tlckits at Tlcketmaster Outlet* Including
Van Andei Arena Box Office,
and Grand Center Box Office
Ckarge By Pkone at B1B-4SB-3333
or Snllne at tlckatmaster.com
PRESENTED BY JAM PRODUCTIONS

at your favorite record store.

^
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ALERT Labs GiVeS U Healthy Choices

In Recognition of National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week

SCHOOL SPECIAL!
naval piercings

PH:616-i53-8898

We got ike statsfrom YOUt
(616)895-2537
ALERT@gvsu.edu

with this adl

Pennine’s
Pizza

895-4308

AUTHENTIC
ITALIAN STYLE
CUISINE
4647 Lake MI Drive

Hours: Mon -Thurs 4pm-11 prr
Fri-Sat 4pm-12am
Sun 4 30pm-11pm
Lunch Thurs -Fn. Ham-1 30pm

DELIVERY
AVAILABLE

O

§

IB

Labs

BIGGER SIZE, BETTER PIZZA

16" CHEESE PIZZA
|

$1 for each ^
additional ^
topping

| Peppioo's Pizza Coupon

ir
ii

10" PIZZA

| | $ 50 for each

^j j additional
^ tax
topping
expires 5/31702

.

j

$

Peppino's Pizza Coupon

expires 5/31702

Hair Models Needed!
Call 8(X).336.2597
ext. 1 to sign up
or for more
information.

Maly's, Redken, Paul Mitchell,
Wella, Sebastian & Tressa are
kxiking for hair nxxlels for our
Salon Forum, November 18 &
19,2001. Open model call is
November 17th at 10am sharp
at the Amway Grand Plaza.
National Guest Artists from all
over the world can transform
you! Cut, Color, king Hair
Finishings, Perms and Texture
models are needed! Men&
Women both required!

•'REE PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS FOR PARTICIPATING!

Sofas,Mesial
’°TV
TO THE 1 OUT OF 4 GVSU STUDENTS
1
WHO DO NOT DRINKI
am na

Co-sponsored by ALERT Labs and The Grand Valley lanthorn

I
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Susan KiUewald, Downtown Editor
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Survey says: minorities not equal in GR area
Nearly half minority citizens feel they don’t receive equal treatment as others
John Bach

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Dr. Gregg Dimkoff

Finance Department
Seidman School of Business

Q

• How much does the
average stock cost?
fii. • Prices reflect
whatever investors think is a
fair price given the risk and
return outlook for a company.
Prices can be as low as a
penny, and at the other
extreme, can be several
thousand dollars per share.
At about $73,000 per share,
Berkshire Hathaway is the
priciest company listed on the
New York Stock Exchange.
The company, headed by
Warren Buffett, is in the
business of investing in other
firms such as Coca-Cola and a
variety of insurance
companies.
Obviously, Berkshire’s price
is too steep for all but the
wealthiest individual investors.
Some financial experts
believe that, if Berkshire were
to split its stock something
like 4,000 to 1 (each current
share would change into 4,000
shares worth 1/4000 as much,
viz., $18.25), more individual
investors would buy it, and the
increased demand would force
up the price faster than leaving
the price at $73,000.
Generally, Wall Street
experts believe an optimum
price is the one attracting the
most individual investors, and
many of them feel a price in
the range of $20 - $60 will do
that. If you look prices in the
financial section of a
newspaper, you will discover
that most stocks fall within
this range. Keep in mind,
however, that great returns
pome from great earnings
growth, no matter what the
price per share.
(J • What’s the catch
witnFree checking? Is there
any reason to avoid such
accounts?
.A. • Free checking really
is free - no minimum balance,
no cost per check, and no
monthly charge. Smaller
banks have offered free
checking for a number of
years as a way to attract new
customers. It was their
marketing niche and an
excellent way of
differentiating themselves
from larger banks.
That changed when a huge
bank, Fifth/Third, entered the
free-checking fray after it
acquired Old Kent Financial
earlier this year. 5/3 is an
aggressive bank, known for its
high-energy focus on getting
new customers and new
accounts. One of its strategies
is to offer a free gift (currently
a canvas camping chair) to
new checking account
customers. And the checking
account is absolutely free.
How can 1.67 make money
giving out gifts and not
charging for its checking
services?
First, it can earn interest by
lending out your checking
account balances to its
consumer and commercial
borrowers. The interest it
earns comes close to covering
its checking account expenses.
It doesn’t end there,
however. If you accidentally
overdraw your 5/3 checking
account, the bank’s charge is
$29 for each check plus $5 for
each day you fail to correct the
overdraft.
Will the bank let you know
you’ve made a mistake? Sure,
by sending you a letter, which
you may not get for several
days.
In a letter to the editor of the
Grand Rapids Press this past
summer, a writer complained
that, by the time he was
notified of the overdraft, fees
exceeded $200.
Not all banks go for your
jugular vein on overdrafts.
Generally, the smaller the
bank, the more humane its
actions - a point worth
considering when choosing
from which bank you want
“free” checking.
Send your questions to
Professor Dimkoff, 444 DEV,
or dimkoffff@ftvsu.edu.

The “2001 Greater Grand
Rapids Community Survey
Results” conducted by Grand
Valley’s Community Research
Institute demonstrates a growing
discrepancy between minorities
and non-minorities in the
Greater Grand Rapids area.
Despite giving the area high
marks for overall livability,
minorities report a significant
increase in concern about their
children’s education and the
safety of their neighborhoods
over the past year.

Local panel
to discuss
prejudices

In addition, many minority
families appear to be losing
ground financially compared to
last year.
"The study showed that fewer
people were not financially
better off compared to last
year’s results,” said Donna Van
Iwaarden, director of the
Dorothy A. Johnson Center for
Philanthropy. “And that reflects
the economic downfall.”
Twenty percent of minorities,
compared to 6 percent of non
minorities, say they worry all
the time about having enough
money to cover basic needs.
Twice as many minorities as

non-minorities list poverty as a
major concern.
The community survey, which
is a collaboration of research for
non-profit
agencies
Delta
Strategy, Heart of West
Michigan United Way, and the
Area Agency on Aging, was sent
to a random sample of 10,000
households in Kent County.
Of the 1,472 respondents who
answered questions about
community livability, education,
family, financial
stability,
employment,
neighborhood
vitality and safety, public
transportation, environmental
issues, and medical care, most

felt the highest priority should
be given to education reforms,
followed by improvements in
public safety.
Less than half of minorities
believe the school district in
which they live has high
expectations for all students.
Overcrowding and lack of
diversity appear to be the largest
specific concerns with the
education system.
Furthermore, nearly half of
minority citizens feel they do
not receive equal opportunity
and treatment compared to
others, up from 24 percent last
year.

Racial inequality remains at a
high level, with 68 percent of
minorities
saying
they
experience discrimination based
on race.
Although the study suffers
from an insufficient sample size
and lacks a rigorous scientific
method, Van Iwaarden said
nonprofit organizations rely on
these data to decide how
resources should be allocated.
“It’s a tool for planning
programs and a yardstick for
measuring the effectiveness of
the agencies’ programs,” she
said.

GVSU students make a difference in one day

Susan Killewald

Grand Valley Lanthorn
As an attempt to clear up
misconceptions toward people
of Middle Eastern and South
Asian decent from the Sept. 11
terrorist attacks, Grand Valley
State University will hold a
panel discussion.
“Making Sense of September
11:
Perspectives
and
conversations” will entail
conversations, dialogue and
perspectives
of
panelist
members from the Muslim,
Sikh, Hindu and Middle Eastern
Christian communities.
The six panelist who live in
the Grand Rapids area include
Dr. Paul Singh, Renu Malhotra,
Dr. Asif Azeem, Ali Metwalli,
Karen Henry and James Goode,
a history professor at GVSU and
head of the Middle East Studies
program.
Barbara Roos,
communications professor at
GVSU, will moderate the panel
discussion.
Singh is a cardiologist from
India, Malhotra is a public
speaker of Vedanta and
Hinduism, Azeem is a physician
from Pakistan, Metwalli is a
professor of international
finance and global business
who’s from Egypt and Henry is
an Arab-American.
The panel discussion will be
held from 7 to 9 p.m. on Nov. 5
at the Loosemore Auditorium in
the DeVos Center on GVSU’s
Pew Grand Rapids Campus.
The
GVSU
Continuing
Education and Public Policy
Institute,
School
of
Communications and Office of
Minority Affairs are sponsoring
this event.

Zoo goes
boo with
WGVU

Grand Valley Lanthorn / Patrick Millard

Right. Timothy Davis works on fixing up the new warehouse
for Mel Trotter Ministries downtown Grand Rapids. Above:
Natalie Poston, Elisa Cooper, Sarah Welch, and Emily Kalis
work together to help clean up around the new Mel Trotter
Ministries warehouse. Below: Students use their creative
side to help Make A Difference.

Come Learn About the Outstanding Qualities of the
Resident Assistant/Multicultural Assistant

Are you

interested in becoming a Resident Assistant or
Multicultural Assistant for the 2002-2003 Academic Year?
If you are, check out one of these interest sessions!
November 6 - Interest Session @ 6:30pm, Kirkhof Center, Cabins A,B,C
November 7 - Interest Session @ 9:00pm, Swanson Living Center
November 8 - Interest Session @ 9:00pm, Robinson Living Center
November 12 - Interest Session @ 9:00pm, Laker Village South Community Center
November 13 - Interest Session @ 9:00pm, Ravines Community Center
November 14 - Interest Session @ 9:00pm, Niemeyer Living Center
November 15 - Interest Session @ 9:00pm, Cook DeWitt Center
November 20 - RA/MA Applications are DUE @ Housing Office, 103 STU by 5pm
January 13 - Mandatory Group Process

All persons applying are required to attend an interest session. If you
don't attend a session, you cannot get an application.

BE A TEAM PLAYER
Grand Valley Ijmthom / Leah L. tones

Alexis Minnema won “funniest
costume” for the Halloween
party hosted by the John Ball
Zoo and WGVU Oct. 27, 29
and 30. “The Zoo Goes Boo
with WGVU” offered light
hearted entertainment geared
toward children 12 and under.

OPEN YOUR MIND
BE A ROLE MODEL
See a current RA, MA or Housing Staff Professional for more information.
Other questions can be directed to the Housing Office, 103 STU at 895-2120
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Clubs Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semes
ter
with
the
easy
Campusfundraiser.com threehour fundraising event. Does not
involve credit card applica
tions. Fundraising dates are fill
ing quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.
(11/29)

Looking for open-minded business
professional, who is team oriented.
Recruiting experience is a definite
plus, but will train right person.
Awesome Resume Experience in
recruiting-marketing-networkingmanagement. Call Brad between
the hours 10a.m. - 12p.m. / 4p.m. 6p.m. Monday through Friday @
(616)2174540 to qualify for an
overview. (11/8)

SPRING BREAK
FOR SALE

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas &

Spring Break Deals, Financial Aide,
Computers,
Magazine
Subscriptions, Car Parts, Clothing,
Sports Equipment, Employment and
more! Visit —
www.thecampusmall.com (11/15)

Florida. Book Early and Get free
meal plan. Earn cash & Go Free!
Now hiring Campus Reps. 1-800234-7007 endlesssummertours.com

Computers,
Printers,
&
Monitors. 486D x 2166, CD,
Sound, & Modem $40; Pentium
120, Sound CD, Windows 95,
Internet ready $120. Call 2457097 or 245-9542. (11/1)

AUTOMOTIVE
1991 Nissan King Cab Pickup
4CYL., 5 Speed Trans. Air
Conditioning, power steering and
brakes. New tires, Brakes and
Exhaust. 119,000 Highway Miles.
Runs like a watch. $3250, call
(616) 243-3124 or (616) 4904295. (11/01)
1992 Ford Taurus. Fully loaded,
looks great, runs great! $1700 OBO.
Call 647-4398.
Toyota Tercel 1996, A/C, Automatic,
excellent gas mileage, very depend
able car, clean condition, AM/FM
cassette, Blue Book 6250, asking
$4800. Please call 791-4573.

BIRTHDAYS
Birthday Notices
Wish your friend a happy day. Tell
the world for just 15 cents per word,
$3 minimum, paid in advance at the
Lanthom office, 100 Commons.
Deadline is noon Monday for that
week’s issue, (tf)

EMPLOYMENT
Snowshovelers needed for condos.
Work will be mostly during nights.
$17.50/hour. Call 669-0500 or fill out
application
@ 6439 Center
Industrial Dr. Jenison (11/8)

(12/6)
WantedI Spring Breakers! Sun
Coast Vacations wants to send you
on Spring Break to Cancun, the
Bahamas, Jamaica, or Mazatlan
FOR FREE! To find out how, call 1888-777-4642 or e-mail sales@suncoastvacations.com (12/16)
Spring Break 2002 Jamaica,
Cancun, Bahamas or Florida. Join
Student Travel Services, Americas
#1 Student Tour Operator. Promote
trips at Grand Valley and earn cash
and
free
trips.
Information/
Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststravel.com. (12/16)

Room for rent. Large 3-bedroom
house, Wyoming area, close to
downtown campus. $300 per
month. Call (616) 243-9404. (11/8)
Roommate Needed; Large New
Home in Allendale. Share with two
females, Non-Smoker. $350/month
Includes utilities. Please Call 8935669. (11/1)
Female GVSU student in need of
female roommate to share spacious
two bedroom apartment.
Great
location in Wyoming, Ml. Near the
new Rivertown Crossings Mall.
Close to highways. Call (616)2921528 ask for Lauren. (11/1)
Male/Female roommate for large 3
bedroom apt. in Heritage hill, close
to Pew Campus.
Rent $258
(includes water, heat and trash) Call
Tristy 458-8148. (11/1)
Roommate needed!! Male or female
to rent second bedroom of a 2-bed
room apartment at Wimbleton Apts
in Grandville. $285/month + 1/2 of
utilities. Apt. is fully furnished with
exception of second bedroom. NonPartier, non-smoker preferred.
Contact Ron @ 532-1781 or 2939130 for more info (11/8)
Roommate needed at Ramblewood
Apartments in Wyoming. Must be
approved. $340 per month. Call
231)409-4328 or (231)263-7393.

11/8)
SPRING BREAK PARTY! Indulge
in FREE travel, Drinks, Food and
Parties with the Best DJ’s and
celebrities in Cancun, Jamaica,
Mazatian, and the Bahamas. Go to
StudentCity.com, call 1 -800-2931443
or
e-mail
sales@studentcity.com to find out
more. (12/16)
"""ACT NOW! Guarantee the best
SPRING BREAK PRICES! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardigras.
Reps needed...travel free, eam$$$.
GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6+
call 1-800-838-8203 or visit
www.leisuretours.com
(1/25)
Spring Break - Nassau/ Paradise
Island, Cancun and Jamaica from
$459. Air, Hotel, Transfers, Parties
and More! Organize small groupeam FREE trips plus commissions!
Call 1-800-GET-SUN-1. (12/13)
SPRING BREAK Cancun, Jamaica,
& all Florida destinations. BEST
Hotels, FREE parties, LOWEST
prices!
www.breakerstravel.com

Houses/Apts available. 2-4 bed
rooms, near DT Campus. For more
information please call Bob @ 8955866.
Female College Student preferred.
Organized
and
Neat.
New
Manufactured Home located two
miles from Grand Valley State
University. Credit and Character
References required. $275.00 per
month plus a portion of utilities.
Three bedrooms, two bathrooms.
Club House with Heated Pool.
Send Correspondence to: ECI,
1742 West US 10, Scottville, Ml
49454. (11/8)

LOST & FOUND
Free
Lost and Found ads are free, first
insertion, 25 words maximum. Email to lanthom@gvsu.edu (tf)

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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NOTICES
Single Copies
of the Grand Valley Lanthom are
free of charge. Additional copies are
available at 25 cents each. 100
Commons, GVSU, Allendale, Ml
49401.(tf)

CRUISE MISSILES : $1 MILLION each

Reader’s Caution
Ads appearing on this page may
involve a charge for phone calls,
booklets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution, (tf)

SATeLLITE-OUlDED BOMBS: $ 30.000 €OCh

Student Organizations
The Grand Valley Lanthom offers
student organizations to promote
themselves through free announce
ments published as Club Notes in
the Laker Life section. E-mail your
information, 150 word limit, to lanthom@gvsu.edu (tf)

HUMANITARIAN aid: priceless

Lanthom toons

PERSONALS
Tell your lover you love ’em. Wish a
friend good luck. Lift someone's
spirit. Put it in writing. Make it public.
Lanthom "Personals" are only 15
cents per word, $3 minimum, paid in
advance at the Lanthorn,100
Commons. Deadline is noon
Monday for that week's issue, (tf)

RETAIL SERVICES
Brian’s Books
Bigger. Better. Save more money on
you new and used books.
Downtown and near the watertower,
Allendale campus. 892-4170. (tf)

WANTED
News Tips
The Grand Valley Lanthom editorial
staff appreciates your news tips and
story ideas. We’re not afraid to
investigate the difficult story or give
credit where it’s due. E-mail your tip
to lanthom@gvsu.edu (tf)

Ground

Mnnday-Friday

Writers
Get published and get paid. The
Lanthom is seeking essays, very
short stories, poetry and opinion
columns that relate to campus
issues and themes. Humor pieces
especially wanted. E-mail the editor
at editorial@lanthom.com (tf)

3:WAM4h80AM

-59.50/hr
Assistance
S.SO increase after
90 days

POSITIONS f<EEPEP;
Need a little extra cash? The
Lanthom is looking for hard working
and motivated advertising reps.
Work up to 7 hours a week and
commission. You set your own

VAN IjOADERS/UNLOADERS
TRAILER LOADERS/UNIX5ADERS
ADMIN CLERICS
QUALITY ASSURANCE CLERKS

1

f W*
I

CONTACT tafe.

Now hiring 2002 summer camp
staff. Many exciting positions avail
able. Info call (231) 894-4928.
(11/15)

\

MIKtR

3378 Three Mile N.W.
Walker, Ml

1 \

I

AA/EOE

$12 PER HOUR SUMMER JOB
StudentBiz.Net are currently hiring
students
for
2002
Summer
Internships. Ideal for students inter
ested in gaining business & man
agement experience.
Average
internship pays $8000 per summer.
For more information call 1-888839-3385. Only a few positions left.
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On top of this, about 64
percent of the incoming
continued from page 1
freshman
students
are
recipients
of
the
new
Michigan
amount of institutional funds
allocated to assist needy Merit Award. Because of these
students,” he said. “It is increases, students have had
because of this increased less need for loans.
The
reason
student
funding that the number of
grants increased to needy employment did not grow
_________ significantly is
students like it
---------------------- largely due to
did.”
the competition
The number
With every
with off-campus
of grants given
employers.
To
increase
in
out increased,
solve
this
during
the tuition, the
problem Grand
previous school
Valley
has
year, only 56 university will
increased
their
students
had
grants; this year put more dollars minimum wage
to $5.65 per
885 students are
hour, which is
into
financial
aided
with
above
the
grants.
aid
.
federal
“The reason
KEN FRIDSMA mi?imum wa«e
for the increase
in grants is the
Director of financial aid ot
' Grand
commitment of
---------------------- Valley continues
the university to
to grow its
assist needy students,” Fidsma
operating
costs
are bound to
said.
become
higher
and
tuition will
Competitive scholarship
continue
to
rise.
recipients also increased this
However, Fridsma said
year. Last school year only
students
that “with every
2,225 students came with a
increase
in tuition, the
scholarship this year 2,354
boast some type of competitive university will put more
dollars into financial aid.”
scholarship.

GRANTS

COACH
continued from page 1
“The ’Blood, Sweat and
Tears’ award will be for a male
and female team member who
goes above the call of duty on
the track,” Baltes said.
After stretching on Tuesday
evening, Baltes offered his team
some comforting words about
Lints for the upcoming meet.
“I know this weekend he is
going to see the whole dang race
and get to see every person run
the whole way,” he said. “He’ll
be in a much better seat this
weekend than if he would have
been with us in Parkside. Take
that with you out there.”

THE
SCOOP
A glance at the week ahead
(Continued from page 3)
Brain Candy 9p.m. to Up.m.
Tuesday, November 6
♦RHA focuses on providing
campus wide programs,
leadership, development, and
guiding house councils through
the year, 1p.m. to 7p.m.
♦ Public Relations Student
Society of America (PRSS A)
Weekly meetings, Lake
Superior hall, Rm 134, 9p.m. to
9:50p.m.
♦Art and Design BFA Thesis
Exhibits, 9a.m.
♦Aits at Noon Series, 12p.m. to
lp.m.
♦Free Anonymous HIV
Screenings 3p.m. to 6p.m.
♦Happy Hour Workshop Communication and Problem
Solving, 7p.m.
♦Personal Self Defense Beginner, 9p.m. to 10:30p.m.
♦Bob Dylan Flaying at Van
Andel Arena, 7:30p.m.
♦Jay Farrar at the Intersection,
7p.m.
Wednesday, November 7
♦Midweek Bible Study, 9p.m.
♦Art and Design BFA Thesis
Exhibits, 9a.m.
♦Job Fest 2001, 10a.m. to
3:30p.m.
♦Empathy Training, 7p.m. to
8p.m.
♦Aftermath of September 11:
Perspectives and
Conversations, 7p.m. to 9p.m.
♦Body Image
Workshop/Music, 8p.m. to
10p.m.
♦MegaDeth playing at the
Orbit Room, 8p.m.
Thursday, November 8
♦Art and Design BFA Thesis
Exhibits, 9a.m. •
♦GVSU Volleyball - GLIAC
Championships 12p.m.
♦Campus Ministry Prayer
Lunch 12p.m. to 12:50p.m.
♦Electroacoustic Music
Concert, 4p.m. to 5:30p.m.
♦Drop-In Scripture Study
4:30p.m. to 5:30p.m.
♦Intramural Turkey Trot Entry
Deadline, 5p.m.
♦GVSU Composer’s Forum,
8p.m. - 10p.m.
♦Movie: Kids in the Hall:
Brain Candy, 9p.m. to 11p.m.
♦Dragon Tales Live at Van
Andel Arena, 7p.m.
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if you’re anout to graduate until a
degree in engineering, comouter
science or one ot the life sciences,
5712
nas thousands of nigh
paying ion openings available.
While you're checking out the
loo opportunities on our website,
post your resume, veu'ii find
that companies in Michigan
naue a lot to otter.

VOLLEY
no wrong.”
During the third game of the
match Scanlon pulled the
starters for the reserves stating.
“They didn’t deserve to be out
there,” Scanlon said.
Scanlon did not meet with the
team after the match and said
that no one talked the entire ride
home. When the team did meet,
Monday morning, new goals
were set for the rest of the
season.
“We have worked so hard for
an entire year,” Scanlon said.
“We have to learn from this and
continue winning. We have to
prove that we are a good team,
we can’t let one little bump in
the road knock us down.”
The Lakers have two matches
left in the regular season, verses
Northwood and Saginaw Valley
State this weekend, before
heading into the conference
tournament Nov. 8-10.
N E KA A R
5
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Media’s role in the events of
and following Sept. 11 played a
big role in the message given.
The message the media sent
seemed to strike home the most
with the students that attended.
“The panel gave me a clearer
perspective of the media’s
influence in the way we perceive
other countries. It’s a very
stereotypical and bassist view,”
junior Chuck Dreese said.
With this, message students
also found that many of their
perceptions about the Middle East
were mistaken. Kelly Cockerill
comments
on
one
such
misperception of hers.
“I didn’t know the Taliban
wasn’t a religious group,”
Cockerill said.
As the panel explained, the
Taliban is a political group whose
members happen to be mostly
Muslim.
This panel is not the last of the
series. TTiere is a third panel on
Nov. 14 in the Cook-Dewitt
Center from 4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m.
The panel will focus on
different types of response that
were possible to the Sept. 11
attack.
Professor
IsHak

encourages students to come to
any of the panel meetings.
“Our students and our youth
are the future of this country, the
more they know and understand,
the more they would be prepared

to assume their responsibility in
leading the nation,” he said.
The panel is also open to
faculty members and those
outside of campus as well.

DlLUNBeCK'S
COFF«HOUSC
SXNDWICH6S • SOUPS • DCSS6WTS
10% off Coffee Drinks with GVSU I.D.
Quiet Place to Study
Smoke Free Enviornment
6/10 of a Mile from Downtown Campus
Grata Bus Stop Across the Street
Free Parking
Monday - Thursday

"Best coffee in Grand Rapids"

6:30am-9:00pm

-Grand Rapids Press

Friday-Saturday
1059 W Fulton
Grand Rapids
458-5716

6:30am-ll'.00pm
Sunday

9:30am-4:00pm

•>

continued from page 6

CINEMARK • GRANDVILLE

PANEL
continued from page I
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Grand Valley Inaugurates President
GRAM) VAI I I V LAN IIIORN

. . Mark

.

Murrays
MOMENT

THE INSTALLATION
November 13
► Installation Ceremony for Mark A. Murray

2:00 p.m. - Fieldhouse Arena
The formal ceremony where the GVSU community
welcomes Mark Murray as its third president in 40 years.

► Inauguration Reception

Following Installation - Fieldhouse Lobbies
Entire GVSU community is invited to congratulate
President Murray. No cost to attend. Open to public.

On Nov. 9 Mark Murray will be inaugurated
as the 3rd president of GVSU bringing to a
close a process that began with President
Emeritus Lubbers9 announcement of
retirement on Sept. 12 of last year.

uTIwIIIS UI IOC LJuta

ISth centuries.
Early gowns were made of ^;
materials that provided warmth
is unheated buildings. Now
Aey usually are made of a 65%
polyester / 35% cotton blend or
an acetate material called Faille.

Rachel Izzo

Grand Valley Lanthom

THE FACTS
Mark Murray
Age: 47
Birthday: July 5, 1954
Education: Master’s of Labor and
Industrial Relations, Michigan State
University, 1979.
Bachelor of Arts, Economics,
Michigan State University, 1976
Most recent positions: Michigan
state treasurer and education policy
advisor to the governor, 1999-2001.
Associate vice president for finance
and operation, Michigan State
University, 1998-1999.
Family: Wife- Elizabeth, three
daughters.

► Miscellany
0 - # of students when
President Zumberge took
office.
8 - # of days till the
inauguration.
32 - # of years Don Lubbers
was president.
33 - # of years the Lanthom has
been published.
100 - # of dollars president lubbers
paid to have the University Mace
created.
600 - # of RSVPs received for
inauguration as of Monday Oct. 29
1,800 - # of chairs being set up in
the field house.
1,800 - # people Aramark is preparing
to feed inauguration day.
2,138 - # of students when President
Lubbers took office.
19,762 - # of students when President
Murray took office.
57,000 - # of invitations sent out for
inauguration.

For a timeline
of the Lubbers
years, please
see B2 and B3.

On Friday, Oct. 9 history will be made at Grand Valley
State University when Mark A. Murray is inaugurated as GVSU^s
third president.
All of campus is invited to watch and participate in the new chapter
of Grand Valley’s life. There will be three days of events spanning all of
Grand Valley’s campuses, including Grand Valley’s satellite campuses.
“It marks an important transition for the university,” Murray said.
“There are a lot of important things in a students time here and this is one
of them. It is one of the milestones for the university.”
Jean Enright, executive assistant to the president who is coordinating the
event, believes it will be a success. She said the event is a “campus
community event.”
“I hope were going to have good participation by our faculty and
students,” she said. ‘AVe’re going to have wonderful music by student
groups. I think everything is going very well. I’m so excited.”
At 2 p.m. Murray will be dressed in the traditional Board of Trustee’s
powder blue robe and stand among many Grand Valley officials, university
presidents, state representatives, students, faculty and staff to accept the
presidential medallion.
“We have a nice group of delegates coming from other Michigan
colleges,” she said. “There are some state representatives coming because
they are friends and former colleagues of his. Many are coming because
they are friends of the university.”
Among the guests tentatively attending include
Representative Wayne Cuipers, John Schwarz and
Leon Stille. Also attending will be Dan DeVos and
Pam DeVos.
“A lot of people from the Grand Rapids area will
|be coming, Enright said.
Enright is unsure about how many people to
expect.
4<We have invited all student s and faculty an staff
and we hope to have a good representation,”
Enright said.
The inauguration events will be located all over
campus and will involve as many student
7 performances and works as possible, said Enright. This
is a chance for students and faculty to show case their
work.
“The reason we choose to have student and faculty exhibit
work and talent is because we wanted it to be a campus
community event,” Enright said. “We thought that we have
such wonderful student and faculty musicians that we wanted
to celebrate them and have a chance for outside people to
hear them.”
The gala of events on the Allendale campus will start at
10a.m. next Friday with music presentations, photography
portfolio showings, open studios and demonstrations, faculty
works, ana student exhibition work in the Cook-DeWitt Center and Calder
Art Center. At 11 a.m. there will be poetry performances, film and video
showings and theatrical performances in the Performing Art Center in the
Van Solkema Recital Hall. At 11:30 a.m. there will be various
performances in Henry Hall, the Commons Atrium and Kleiner Commons.
The installation ceremony will be in the Fieldhouse Arena and will be the
formal ceremony where the university and the community officially
welcome Murray as the third president of Grand Valley.
The installation ceremony will begin with a processional of about 30
people. Jonathan White, the dean of social science, will welcome everyone
and then will be an invocation given by the Reverend David May, a
graduate of GVSU form 1982.
Greetings will begin with the president of student senate, Ben Witt; the
chair of the faculty senate, Patrick Thorpe; the president of the alumni
association, Francie Brown; and Irving Reid, the president of Wayne State
University and the president of the Michigan State University President’s
Association. President Arend Don Lubbers will also be speaking.
The University Art Chorale and the Symphonic Wind Ensemble will
perform and then Dorothy Johnson, chair of the Board of Trustees will
perform the investiture.

THE OWL
The owl appears to humans to be Wfe*
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robe similar to robes worn by the members of
Control. He will hood to the color of his masters degree
(Brown Drab) from Michigan State (green ft white Itotog)

THE EVENTS
► Music and Photography Presentations

10:00 - 11:00 a.m. - Cook-DeWitt Center
Students Bennie Beretta, Monica Harrah and Hillary
Bergen will discuss their photography portfolios along
with a showcase of student musical presentations.

Poetry and Performances

11:00 a.m. - Noon - VanSolkema Hall, PAC
Patricia Clark, GVSU Poet Laureate, will give a reading
of her work along with presentations from Students
Myron Hardy and Brenna Dugan.
Writing Students Paul Hayes and Dustin Eaton will
present a fiction monologue.
Student Angie Mistretta will present her animation Shock
Treatment. Deanna Morse, professor of communications
will present her animation: Kitchen Creature Feature and
Dogs.
Excerpts from the works of William Shakespeare will be
presented by theater students Tamira Henry, Dan
Kennedy and Christina Hoffman.

Student Heather Hartnett will perform a monologue from
Professor Bob Mayberry's A Single Numberless Death.

-
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Most of the gowns in the

Students Katherine Mayberry and Trinity Bird will
perform a monologue from Christopher Durang’s DMV.

THE PRESIDENTIAL MEDALLION

■ • ■

The doctor's gown can be
distinguished by its three
velvet sleeve bars. Gown*
for the Master's and
Bachelor's degree vary from
the doctoral gown

^ Open Studios and Student Exhibitions

10:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. - Calder Art Center
Faculty and student works will be on display throughout
the building. Art students and faculty will provide tours
of the various studios contained in the Center. Music will
be provided by the student Jazz Combo.

of soldiers
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The University Mace was originally produced by Art & Design
Professor Beverly Seley and several of her Metalsmlthlng
students. President Lubbers provided $100 to cover the cost
of the materials used to produce the mace.

Grand Valley Inaugurates President
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Memories of the past, a vision for the future
Superior halls. The goal of school administrators
was to create a school of many small general
academic buildings.
The next issue for the college was to find faculty
and students to occupy the school.
In September 1963 only freshman were admitted
On Feb. 9, 1962 James H. Zumberge, Ph. D. was to the college. Then the next year sophomores
appointed to be the First president of Grand Valley could register and so on until a four-year program
State College.
was established. Administrators decided on this
Then GVSC was simply a plot of land and there plan to reduce the number of classes offered in the
were no physical structures to be found. first year because of expenditures, a small faculty
Essentially this is the
and limited physical structures
birth of what Grand
on the campus.
Valley State University
Criteria for the first student
is today.
body was judged on the basis of
In 1961 GVSC was
the student’s academic record in
simply “a college in a
high school, a mean grade point
cornfield” located in the
average
of
2.6,
a
small community of
recommendation from a high
Allendale 12 miles
school administrator, and a
outside of Grand Rapids.
personal
interview
with
The total cost of the
admissions.
There was no
campus property was
requirement for a standardized
$358,483, which was James H. Zumberge (right) shows the
test score, although most
number of freshman in 1963.
about $409 per acre.
students did have them, such as
Johnson, Johnson and
the ACT.
Roy of Ann Arbor were hired to plan the physical
In the first year administrators hoped for 400
structures of the college. In August 1962, applications, they only received 337 and 226
construction started on Lake Michigan and Lake registered on the first day of school in September
Melissa Dembny

Grand Valley Lanthorn

In the beginning...

1961
Site selected

M---------------------------------Our goal must be to build a
college which will command
the respect of the people who
created it in the first place,
and which will be a credit not
only to the community where
it is located, but to the entire
state of Michigan.
JAMES H. ZUMBERGE

First president of GVSC
w

new era...
On Jan. 18, 1969, Arend D. Lubbers became the
second president of GVSC. GVSC had 2,138
students, 113 faculty and eight academic buildings
on the Allendale campus.
When Lubbers became GVSC’s president he was
31 years old and was one of the youngest
presidents in the country.
In the early ‘70s Grand Valley reorganized into
five colleges, each college having a special
academic quality.
This was known as the “cluster college” concept
and in 1972 the college name was changed to
Grand Valley State Colleges.
The five colleges were The College of Arts and
Sciences, Thomas Jefferson College, William
James College, College IV and the Seidman
College of Business.
The end of the ‘70s provided a starting point for
Laker athletics.
During the 1976-77 season football, men’s
baseball, men’s and women’s basketball,
wrestling,
and
women’s
softball
won
championships in the Great Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference.
Lubbers played a huge role in obtaining funds
It* <twn b*comes lealltyf
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1976-77
GVSC athletics
win 6 GUAC
Championships
In men's and
women's sports

1968
GVSC
accredited

t
•
a:

1963.
Out of those 226 students 136 were men and 90
were women. The majority of the students were
from West Michigan; about 90 percent came from
a 25-mile radius of the school.
At the end of Zumberge’s presidency in 1968
there were five more buildings added to the
campus and GVSC had received accreditation
from the Michigan commission on college
accreditation.
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1960
Construction on new
Flekfhouse started

1981
Grand
Valley
College
foundation

:

i*. >•

1971 William James
College is opened

1969
Lubbers
becomes president

1960
Enabling
Act signed

1962
Construction
starts

1979
Lubbers Stadium
dedicated
■^tirmrn

GRAND
VALLEY
STATE
COLLEGES
1973
The cluster college
concept became
reality
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1982
Separate
colleges
were
reorganized
Into
divisions

School of Education

Michigan Small Business Development Center

Welcomes
Welcomes

President Mark A. Murray

President Mark A. Murray
MI-SBDC State Headquarters
GVSU/Seidman School of Business
510 West Fulton Street
Grand Rapids, MI 49504
Phone: 616.336.7480
Fax: 616.336.7485
www.mi-sbdc.org

^

to Grand Valley

Michigan
Small

m

business

DEVELOPMENT
Center

SUM

U S Small ftuuneu Administration

GrandUlley
State University

The Faculty, Staff, and Students of
The School of Health Professions

Welcomes and Congratulates
Mr. Mark Murray,
On His Inaugeration as
3rd President
of Grand Valley State University

Grand Valley Inaugurates
mum

The end of the ‘80s were turbulent times for
for a new athletic complex, after the domed
Fieldhouse was condemned in 1978 because the GVSC. Graduate programs were put into action
for the first time with the complete backing of
roof had partially collapsed.
In 1979 the Board of Control decided to name Lubbers.
In 1987 because of enrollment growth, academic
the new football stadium and track in honor of
programs, student life and facilities the
Lubbers.
------- Michigan legislature approved GVSC to
Lubbers
--------------------------------------Stadium would
become a university.
Now called Grand Valley State
receive lights for I don't know when I will
University the school recognized the need
night games in run out of steam, but I will
to expand beyond Allendale’s city limits.
2001.
GVSU purchased property along the
In
the be 70 three weeks after we
Grand
River in downtown Grand Rapids.
beginning of the leave the presidency. That's
The project was postponed for five years
‘80s Lubbers’ as good an age as any to
until
work paid off
$20.9million
admit
your
mortality.
With
and
GVSC
started work on a the steam that is left in me I was given from
the state to start
$14.5
million will always be ready to use
construction of
athletic complex.
the building.
In 1981 the it for Grand Valley.
In 1988 the
Grand
Valley
Arend D. Lubbers 155,000College
Second president of GVSU
square-foot LV
foundation was
Eberhard
started to pool
Center, also
funds
from
the home to
outside
the
Meijer
contributors for the college.
broadcast
public
The idea of the “cluster colleges’’ had failed in center, was dedicated
1982 and the colleges were reorganized into and the Pew Campus
was formed in Grand
divisions.
This seemed to make GVSC more attractive and Rapids.
For the first time, enrollment has past 10,000
in the middle of a state recession.
students
in 1989. Change was definitely becoming
The enrollment at GVSU increased 16 percent in
1984. Making that year’s number of students a word every GVSU community member could
relate to.
jump from 6,(XX) students to 7,000 students.
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1087
Michigan
legislature
approved
GVSC to
become a
university

i

home to the Van Andel global trade center,
Johnson center for philanthropy, and the family
owned business institute.
In 2001 construction on a Health Professions
The ever-changing
university was now into building was started downtown, but the largest
the ‘90s and what lied change was Lubbers’ announcement of his
ahead could not be retirement.
After 32 years of building GVSU into the great
foreseen.
university
it is today Lubbers decided to step down
In
1990
the
as
president.
VanSteeland arboretum
At the beginning of the 2001-02 academic year
was
formed
to
GVSU
has
encourage
19,762 students,
recycling
------------------------------------- almost
900
efforts at the
faculty members
university.
This university is prepared
and five different
One tree was
to
go forth into our
locations
in
planted for
Michigan.
every ton of
communities to address the
Freshmen
paper
the
great
challenges
before
us.
entering
into
school
GVSU
are
recycled.
Mark A. Murray
required
to
have
The ‘90s provided GVSU with many
Third president of GVSU
a 2.9 grade point
new buildings: the Padnos Hall of
average and a
Science, Cook-Dewitt Center, Meijer
score of 21 or
campus in Holland and others were in
higher
on the
progress.
ACT.
By the end of the ‘90s GVSU became
The search for
the fastest growing university in the state
a new president
of Michigan, the enrollment was close to 20,000
at GVSU was a tough decision for the community,
students.
The new millennium provided a time of change but in the end Mark A. Murray came out on top.
for GVSU. The' Richard M. DeVos center and The 46 year-old Lansing resident was the current
Keller engineering laboratories opened their doors state treasurer and special policy advisor to
for students making the Pew Campus almost triple Governor John Engler.
On July 1, 2001 Murray officially took office as
in size. Also, Secchia Hall was added to the
the
third president of Grand Valley State
downtown campus for residential living.
The DeVos center is known for its architecture University.
and art work housed in the building. Also it is

A time for change.
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Congratulations President
Murray!
Thank you for accepting this
responsibility. We think you are doing
a wonderful job!
Sincerely,
The sisters of Sigma Sigma Sigma

The Counseling Center Staff
Welcomes and Congratulates
President Murray.
GVSU

*

COUNSELING
and

CAREER DEVELOPMENT
CENTER

"President Murray
Welcome to
the Cornfield."
- American
Advertising
Federation

Congratulations,
President Murray!
Keep up the good work.

MM

Grand Valley Inaugurates President

GVSU still a
rookie at
inaugurations
Adam Bird

Grand Valley Lanthorn
After searching for over five
months, the GVSU board of
trustees selected Mark Murray
to be the third president in
Grand Valley’s 41-year history.
Once appointed by the board
of trustees, Murray took over the
reigns of the presidency from
Dr. Arend Lubbers in July 1,
2001, however he has yet to be
formally recognized as the new
president of Grand Valley State
University.
He will be
inaugurated with full honors in
the Fieldhouse on Friday, Nov.
9, at 2 p.m.
“We went through the process
of getting a new president, and
everybody forgot that we needed
an inauguration ceremony,” said
Patrick Thorpe, chair of the
university academic senate.
Politically, Murray received
power of the presidency as soon
as Lubbers stepped down in
July,
said
Erica
King,
chairperson of the political
science department. King said
the inauguration will be a formal
ceremony, a symbolic gesture of
acceptance
of
Murray’s
presidency by the campus and
the community.
“They already passed the
secret checkbook over along
time ago,” Thorpe said.
Having
taken
the
responsibility of president in
July, being inaugurated will not
change any of the duties of the
presidency Murray said.
The road to inauguration
started in the end of August,
with the selection of an
inauguration committee. This
committee has met once a week
since
the
beginning
of
September to organize all of the
aspects of the inauguration, said
Jean Enright, executive assistant
to
president.

The committee is composed of
faculty
and
students
representing
the
campus
community as a whole Enright
said. The committee is broken
in
six
sub-committees:
installation,
catering,
inauguration dinner, art and
music events, and community
events.
All of these sub
committees are part of the
inaugural planning committee.
According to Roberta Osipov,
coordinator of the inauguration,
the committee has sent out
nearly 57,000 invitations to
students, staff, community and
alumni members. 1,800 chairs
will be set up in the Fieldhouse
for the inaugural ceremony, and
Aramark is making enough food
to feed 1,800 mouths in the
reception to follow the
inauguration.
At least 33
representatives from other
regional institutions will be in
attendance, and the inauguration
committee has received over
600 RSVP’s last Monday,
making this potentially one of
the largest non-athletic events
Grand Valley has ever hosted.
The inauguration will also be
one of the most unique events
ever held at Grand Valley- the
third ever inauguration.
“Other
colleges
have
inaugurations more frequently,
because they don’t have a
president who stays for 32 years.
It’s important for other colleges,
but it’s very important for Grand
Valley because we haven’t had
one in a very long time,” Enright
said.
Stephen Ward of University
Communications said the date
of the inauguration was set in
November because most other
schools perform inaugurations
and similar functions around
this time. In looking at what
other universities do, there is
usually a wait between the start
of the school year.
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Music leads inauguration day
Ann Pearson

Grand Valley Lanthorn
Fine arts have become the
center of President Murray’s
inauguration to be held Friday,
Nov. 9. Music is incorporated in
many of the festivities as well.
The
formal
installation
ceremony, to be held in the
Fieldhouse at 2 p.m., includes a
performance of selections of
“The Testament of Freedom” by
Randall Thompson. Grand
Valley
State
University’s
University
Arts
Chorale,
conducted by Ellen Pool, will

unite
with
the
GVSU
Symphonic Wind Ensemble,
directed by Barry Martin.
Other musical performances
are incorporated within other
fine art events during the course
of the day, including:
• Student Jazz Combo, 10 a.m.
until 1 p.m., Calder Arts Center
The ensemble will play
background music while art and
design students give tours of the
Calder Arts Center.
• Student String Quartet, 11:30
a.m. through 1 p.m., Performing

'

Campus View and its staff
7(Setc&me4, cuui

Mark A. Murray

Arts Center
• The quartet, composed of
two violins, a viola and a cello,
will provide music to guests
touring the art exhibit on display
in the Performing Arts Center.
The work of two GVSU art
students will be on display: that
of Dusty Smith, sculptor, and
Michelle Blink, illustrator.
• Musical performances will
occur during the three lunches
planned for Nov. 9, 11:30 a.m.
until 1 p.m.
• Henry Hall: The Madrigal

Ensemble will perform such
Elizabethan-age selections as
“Pastime with good company”
by King Henry VIII and “Fair
Phyllis I saw sitting all alone”
by John Farmer. Posters created
by science students will be
displayed as well.
• Commons Atrium: The
Student Guitar Ensemble will
provide musical for dining
guests.
• Kleiner Commons: Grand
Valley State University Steel
Drums
will
create
the

Inaugural Art Display
Susan Killewalo

Grand Valley Lanthorn
If you want to indulge yourself
in assorted artworks, listen to
live jazz music, and savor the
tastes of a diverse lunch menu
all at once, the Calder Art Center
is one of the places to go before
President
Mark
Murray’s
inauguration Nov. 9.
“From the beginning, the
president was interested in
having artwork and music on
display throughout campus,”
said Paul Wittenbraker, assistant
professor of art and design for
Grand Valley State University.
“There’s going to be several
things going on at the art
center,”

At the “Open Studios and
Demonstrations” event, which
will run from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.,
about 50 students will guide
tours of seven studios: ceramics,
graphic design, illustration,
metals, painting, printmaking,
and sculpture.
There will be a tour of the
building that is designed to give
guests an inside perspective of
artists’ different work processes.
“In all the studios, students
will be there to show the
technical process. Everyone has
a work area and will be
demonstrating their particular
area of study,” Wittenbraker
said.
“The focus of the whole
university
is
learning,”
Wittenbraker said.

CLUB

Congratulations
President

Mark Murray

continued from page 3
The club is also sponsoring
an essay contest entitled,
“Global Minds, Thoughts on
the Catastrophe.”
This essay is designed to
give the students of Grand
Valley a chance to voice their
opinions about the Sept. 11
tragedy in New York City.
Essays
could
include
opinions about U.S. foreign
policy, the impacts of religious
extremism on the world or
prevention of hate crimes.
The contest is open to all
students. First prize is $65,
second is $35 and $25 goes to
the third place essay writer.
Other prizes include discounts
at the University Bookstore.
There seems to be a growing
interest in the club on campus.
“I think the club’s great,”
sophomore Tara Brouwer said.
“It brings different cultures to
campus.
You can learn about global
events from somebody other
than a professor.”
“I like it,” said junior Mike
Checkowski. “It gets Grand
Valley students to look at
different countries.”
If you are looking to have
fun and learn at the same time,
don’t hesitate to join this club.
For further information on
the International Club or the
essay contest, visit their Web
site at www2.gvsu.edu/~iclub.

Grand Valley Inaugurates President

First lady concentrates on
children and transition

Dorothy A. Johnson, Chair, and the Board of
Trustees of Grand Valley State University
Request the honor of your presence
At the

Installation of Mark A. Murray
As the Third President of
Grand Valley State University

Melissa Dembny

Friday, November 9. 2001. 2:00 p.m.

Grand Valley Lanthorn
After living in Lansing their
whole lives, the Murray family
picked up and moved to a
strange town with new people
and places to be found.
President Mark Murray, his
wife Elizabeth, and daughters
Laura and Ellen moved to Grand
Rapids in July after Murray
officially took office as Grand
Valley State University’s third
president.
With every move comes the
uncertainty of a new place,
however, Elizabeth Murray said
that the family is adjusting well
to the new environment.
“It has been easier than
expected, rather enjoyable,” said
Mrs. Elizabeth Murray. “It
really takes time to settle in, to
find things like where you can
get your oil changed or take
your dry cleaning.”
The Murray’s have three
daughters Hannah, 21, Laura, 17
and Ellen, 13. Hannah attends
the University of Michigan and
Laura and Ellen live at home.
Laura is a senior at Catholic
Central High School and Ellen
is in the eighth grade at St.
Stephen’s.
“I thought they would have a
difficult time, but they are
settling in nicely, there has been
an outpour of welcoming from
the community,” she said.
Laura has just returned from
New York City, she went there
with some of her classmates
from Catholic Central on a trip
for relief efforts. Ellen has a
small class at St. Stephen’s and
Mrs. Murray says that is good
for her to make new friends.
The role of a President’s wife
can be demanding, however
Mrs. Murray is concentrating on
her children right now and
making sure their transition is
smooth.
“It’s still an evolving role, it’s
been mostly attending evening
events,” she said.
Mrs. Murray is getting
involved with the University;
she is active in the Art Lecture
Series and Senior Forum.
The Murray family has
participated in many University
events. Recently the family
attended a showing of the
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Grand Valley State University Fieldhouse
Allendale, Michigan
Reception immediately Following
In the Fieldhouse Lobbies
YOU ARE INVITED TO ATTEND OTHER INAUGURAL EVENTS

10:00

a.m.

Music Presentation
Cook-DeWitt Center
10:00 a m. to 1:00 p.m.
Student Art Exhibit

Art Gallery,

performing arts

Center

Open Studios and Demonstrations

Calder Art Center

Photo courtesy of University Communications

Elizabeth and Mark Murray discuss the presidential mansion
move In with their daughters Laura and Ellen.

Tempest and events during the
Shakespeare Festival. Also, the
family has seen some football
games, she said that all of the
students have been great to her
and her daughters.
Mrs. Murray said that when
deciding to come to the area
there where may attractive
things that drew them here. She
said
the
Grand
Rapids
community was a big part of the
decision because it is a very up
beat town and a growing place.
A step up in size from Lansing,
but it still has small town
attributes.
“We have friends that have
graduated from GVSU and they
really have a love for the
Grand Valley Lanthorn Photo
University,” she said. “We’ve
GVSU’s First Lady, Elizabeth
been hearing good things about
Murray, has found the
GVSU for years.”
transition easy.
The Sept. 11 terrorist attacks
gave President Murray his First
chance to deal with crisis at
GVSU. His quick action in
planning programs and getting
events rolling impressed the
GVSU community.
PHOHfBUSTi
“He wanted to make sure
students knew what was going
on and have people to talk to
about it,” Elizabeth Murray said.
“W e can very much relate to
having children away from
home, I really think he saw this
as a young body of people
confronted with a war time.”
She said that President Murray
was especially concerned with
PLEASE SEE FIRST LADY, B6

look lor
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Crossword
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11:00 am.
Poetry and performances

Van Solkema Recital Hall, Performing Arts Center
YOU ARE INVITED FOR LUNCH AT ANY OF THE
FOLLOWING LOCATIONS FROM
11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

Lunch, Faculty art works and Music Presentation

Calder Art Center
Lunch

and

Music Presentation

Performing Arts Center
Lunch

and

Science Poster Presentation

Henry Hall
Lunch

and

Music Presentation

Commons Atrium
Lunch

and

Music Presentation

Kleiner Commons
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Welcomes
President
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Grand Valley Inaugurates President

Murray: making his Mark
As Mark Murray settles into GVSU's
captain's chair he finds that
presidential life Is a matter balancing
andjuggling. His first goal is showing
people that students, not finance, are
his number one concern.
Wendi Hailey
Grand Valley Lanthom
After four months in office, President Mark Murray is
feeling much more at home at Grand Valley State University.
“I certainly am settling in,” Murray says. ‘‘I have felt a
very warm reception. Grand Valley has turned out to be very
much as I expected.”
Since July, Murray has been juggling a schedule of settling
into his new home, spending time with his family, and
meeting GVSU faculty, staff, students, and community
members.
Joan Van Timmeren, executive secretary to the president,
said that Murray has been making students a priority.
“I think that’s a part that he really enjoys, the interaction
with students,” she said. “He’s very attentive to students and
their needs.”
He often chats with students as he walks across campus and
stands in line at the food court.
“I’m eager to make sure that that’s a structured part of my
schedule,” he said.
Murray has attended a variety of campus events to integrate
himself into the university, and he said he enjoys the college
atmosphere.
“People thought my primary focus would be on finance,”
he said. “But my passion’s for education. What I love about
the university environment is the cultural and intellectual
environment.”
On a typical day, Murray meets with individuals and
groups at GVSU and throughout the community. He said he
often delivers speeches about the university.
In the
evenings, he entertains company by attending local events.
“Most evenings there is some kind of event in the
community,” he said.
Murray said part of the reason he entered the presidential
search was because he wanted to be involved in Grand
Valley’s growth.
“I wanted to be president because I have such a high regard
for the university, and I thought I would be able to contribute
to its continued development,” he said.
Interim Provost John Gracki said Murray seems very
committed to the university.
“Mark started working on this job several months before it
was official,” Gracki said. “I believe he has an outstanding
vision for Grand Valley. I believe it’s what Grand Valley
needs right now.”
He is also pleased with Murray’s personality.
“He has the highest degree of integrity,” Gracki said. “He’s
very, very smart and a hard worker.”
Van Timmeren thinks Murray will be a positive influence
on the university.
“He’s a good president,” she said. “I think the university’s
lucky to have him. I think he’s been doing a good job and I
appreciate being able to work with him.”
Before coming to GVSU, Murray worked mostly for the
state of Michigan since 1978. He worked in various
departments, including social services, commerce, and
management and budget. Most recently, he was the state
treasurer and special policy advisor to Governor John Engler.
Murray received his Bachelor of Arts degree in economics
from Michigan State University. He went on to obtain a
master degree of labor and industrial relations from MSU.
“I worked my way through college as a school bus driver,”
he said. “It was the perfect job, because I worked before and
after classes and it paid better than most part-time jobs.
Pretty early in my college career I had to change my late
night habits, though, as I had to be up around 5:30 a.m. most
mornings.”
Murray’s days are still long as he tries to juggle his
schedule, often mixing business with pleasure. In rare
downtime, Murray tries to catch up on good books and
exercise.
“I enjoy reading and running during my free time, though
it has been limited during some weeks,” he said.

FIRST LADY
continued from page B5
the freshman students, this
being their first time away
from home and having to deal
with such a tragic event.
President Murray is no
stranger to challenging
positions. He has worked as
the state treasurer, a special
policy advisor to Governor
John Engler, has served as
vice president for finance and
operations at Michigan State
University, and was the
director of the Michigan
department of management
and budget.
“This job is as challenging
as other positions he has
held,” Mrs. Murray said. “He
likes challenging work it
would be unlike him to not
accept a challenge.”
Mrs. Murray herself is
trying to settle in. She says
she misses her job as a 5th

grade teacher, but hopefully
she will get back into
teaching maybe on a
volunteer level.
“The fun part of the job is
there are a lot of choices,” she
said.
For right now, she is
concentrating on her family
and getting to know the area.
She is very grateful to the
people of the Grand Rapids
and the *-GVSU community
for their warmth and
welcoming.
“We are not thinking about
leaving any time soon. I sure
hope it is a good long time
before we do leave,” she said.
“The thing that seems most
appealing now is the open
door
policy
of
the
community,
it’s
very
comfortable here.”
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President Murray
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Find out every word
that was spoken during
inauguration
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